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1 Overview and Executive Summary

Gravitational wave searches and astrophysics in the LIGO Scientific Collaboration (LSC) and Virgo collab-
oration are organized by astrophysical source classification into four working groups. The Compact Binary
Coalescence (CBC) group searches for signals for merging neutron stars or black holes by filtering the data
with waveform templates. The Burst (Burst) group searches for generic gravitational wave transients with
minimal assumption on the source or signal morphology. The Continuous Waves (CW) group targets pe-
riodic signatures from rotating neutron stars. The Stochastic (SGWB) group looks for a gravitational wave
background of cosmological or astrophysical origin. Joint teams across two or more working groups exist
where the science suggests overlap between sources or methods. In addition, the Detector Characteriza-
tion (Detchar) group collaborates with the detector commissioning teams and works to improve searches
by identifying and mitigating noise sources that limit sensitivity to astrophysical signals.

The LSC-Virgo White Paper on Gravitational Wave Data Analysis and Astrophysics, which is updated yearly,
describes the astrophysical search plans of the LSC-Virgo working groups. For each group, it provides a
mission statement and scientific priorities in the Advanced Detector Era, as well as statements from the
Detector Characterization, Calibration and Hardware Injection teams.

The Advanced Detector Era (ADE) is the epoch of Advanced LIGO and Advanced Virgo science data acqui-
sition, which began in September 2015 and has already yielded the first direct observation of gravitational
waves by the Advanced LIGO detectors [PRL 116, 131103 (2016), PRL 116, 241103 (2016)]. Table 1 shows
the past and planned schedule of science runs, as provided by the LSC-Virgo Joint Run Planning Committee,
which includes representatives from the laboratories, the commissioning teams and search groups.

EGW = 10−2M�c
2 Binary Neutron Star Number of

Run Run Burst Range (Mpc) Range (Mpc) Binary Neutron
Epoch Duration Name LIGO Virgo LIGO Virgo Star Detections

2015–16 4 months O1 20 – 30 – 68 – 78 – – actual [1,2]
2016–17 8 months O2 25 – 35 20 – 40 70 – 90 20 – 40 0.006 – 20 in progress [3]
2018–19 12 months O3 75 – 90 40 – 50 120 – 170 60 – 85 0.04 – 100 projected [3]

Table 1: Plausible observing schedule and expected sensitivities for the Advanced LIGO and Virgo detectors.
The O1 Burst range is for ∼ 150 Hz signals, from [1 – arXiv:1611.02972] . The O1 BNS range is from [2
– arXiv:1607.07456]. The O2 LIGO BNS range is from public status updates on the ligo.org web site.
Projected sensitivity for Virgo in the last months of O2 and for LIGO and Virgo in O3 will be strongly
dependent on commissioning progress [3 – Living Rev. Relativity 19 (2016), 1].

The LSC-Virgo scientific priorities for ADE observations are summarized in Table 2, by search group,
in three categories:

• Highest priority: searches most likely to make detections or yield significant astrophysical results.
• High priority: promising extensions of the highest priority goals that explore larger regions of pa-

rameter space or can further the science potential of LIGO and Virgo.
• Additional priority: sources with low detection probability but high scientific payoff.

Computing needs and resource allocations are derived from the science priorities presented in this table.
Scientific motivations, details on methods and the strategy for result validation are provided in the activity
plans included in the later sections of this white paper.

We note that the LSC-Virgo Collaboration has adopted a Multiple Pipeline Policy [LIGO-M1500027], which
calls for all astrophysical results to be validated with a different analysis, using independent methods and
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Burst CBC CW SGWB
All-sky search for generic
GW transients, both in low
latency for multi-messenger
followup and offline

Detecting the coalescence of
neutron star and black hole
binaries and measuring their
parameters

All-sky search for isolated
neutron stars, both as a quick-
look on owned resources and
as a deep/broad search on
Einstein@Home

Searches for an isotropic
stochastic GW background

Parameter estimation for the
astrophysical interpretation
of detected burst events

Characterizing the astrophys-
ical distribution of compact
binaries

Targeted search for high
value, known pulsars

Directional searches for
stochastic GW backgrounds

H
ig

he
st

pr
io

ri
ty

Search for GW bursts trig-
gered by outstanding GRB
alerts

Responding to exceptional
CBC detections

Directed searches for most
promising isolated stars (Cas
A, Vela Jr etc.)

Search for very long tran-
sients (∼ 10 hr− days)

Searches triggered by out-
standing astrophysical events
(a galactic supernova, neu-
tron star transients, an excep-
tional high energy neutrino
alert)

Multi-messenger astronomy
with compact binaries

Directed searches for X-ray
binaries SCO-X1 and J1751-
305

Data folding for efficient
SGWB searches

Search for cosmic string
kinks and cusps

Searching for CBC-GRB co-
incidences

Searches for non-Gaussian
backgrounds

Testing General Relativity
with Compact Binaries

Data quality and detector
characterisation studies

Searches triggered by high
energy neutrinos, extra-
galactic supernovae, and
GRB observations

All sky search for spinning
binary neutron star systems
(deep and low latency)

Targeted search for other
known pulsars

Long transient follow up of
CBC and burst candidates

Burst search for intermedi-
ate mass ratio and eccentric
black hole binary systems

Matched filtered search for
intermediate mass black hole
binary systems

Directed searches for other
isolated stars and X-ray bina-
riesH

ig
h

pr
io

ri
ty

All-sky search for long bursts
of > 10 s duration

GRB-triggered search for
long-duration bursts and
plateaus

Exploring effects of detector
noise on parameter estima-
tion

All sky search for isolated
stars (alternative approaches)

Hypermassive neutron star
followup

Searching for sub-solar mass
CBC signals

All-sky search for binaries

A
dd

iti
on

al
pr

io
ri

ty

Burst searches triggered
by radio transients and by
SGR/SGR-QPO

Developing searches for
CBC signals with generic
spins

Spotlight deep sky-patch
search

Burst tests of alternative
gravity theories ∗∗

Search for continuous wave
transients
Search for Supernova post
birth signals ∗∗

Table 2: Science priorities of the LIGO-Virgo collaboration, for the four astrophysics search groups: Bursts,
Compact Binary Coalescences (CBC), Continuous Waves (CW), and Stochastic Gravitational Wave Back-
ground (SGWB). The targets are grouped in three categories (highest priority, high priority, additional prior-
ity), based on their detection potential with Advanced Detectors. There is no additional ranking within each
category in this table. Critical for accomplishing these science priorities are the detector characterization,
calibration and injection activities described in this document.
∗∗ Future searches under development, not included in ongoing production computing requests.
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tools when possible. In some cases this may require the same data to be analyzed by more than one pipeline
for the same science target.

[Below here, each of the four search groups, plus Detchar and Calibration, has up to two pages to describe the mission of the

group, the types of signals being sought, and the rationale behind the group’s priorities.]
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1.1 Searches for Generic Transients, or Bursts

The mission of the Burst group is to detect gravitational wave transients, or bursts, and gain new information
on populations and emission mechanisms of the associated astrophysical objects, as well as to test theories
of gravity. Central to the Burst group philosophy is the assumption of minimal information on the source,
so that searches for gravitational wave bursts typically do not require a well-known or accurate waveform
model and are robust against uncertainties in the gravitational wave signature. Burst searches are, therefore,
sensitive to gravitational wave transients from a wide range of progenitors, ranging from known sources
such as binary black-hole mergers (in particular the most massive and loudest ones) to poorly-modelled
signals such as core-collapse supernovae as well as transients that are currently unknown to science. We
refer to this as the “eyes wide open" approach.

For example, the complexity of supernovae makes it difficult to reliably map the dynamics of a core-collapse
into a gravitational wave signal. The merger of precessing intermediate-mass black holes (≥ 100 M�)
produces gravitational wave transients which appear as short, sub-second bursts in the data. Long gamma-
ray bursts could be associated with a gravitational wave transient lasting more than 10 seconds. Since robust
models are not available for many plausible sources, we need data analysis methods that are able to detect
emission mechanisms that have not been envisioned yet.

The Burst group implements a variety of methods to identify instances of statistically significant excess
power, localized in the time-frequency domain. To discriminate between gravitational waves and noise
fluctuations, the analysis requires the signal to appear coherently in multiple detectors. The confidence of
a candidate event is established by repeating the analysis on many instances of background, obtained by
shifting the data from different detectors with non-physical delays. In a few special cases when an accurate
signal model is available, such as for cosmic string cusps or neutron star ring-downs, a search can be done
using matched filtering with a bank of templates.

Although burst search algorithms are designed to detect a wide range of signals, their tuning and interpreta-
tion benefit from considering how they perform for plausible astrophysical signals. Therefore, the group’s
science program involves an active collaboration with the theoretical astrophysics, source modeling and
numerical relativity communities.

Many gravitational wave burst sources should also be observable in more traditional channels, from Earth-
based astronomical data, through sensitive GRB/X-ray satellite detections, γ-ray, visible and radio burst to
neutrino signals. Knowledge of the time and/or sky position of the astrophysical event producing a gravita-
tional wave burst can be used to increase the sensitivity of a triggered burst search compared to an untrig-
gered, all-sky search, and the association with a known astrophysical event may be critical in establishing
our confidence in a gravitational-wave burst detection. Most importantly, joint studies of complementary
data enable scientific insight that cannot be accessed through gravitational waves or other messengers alone.
Therefore, in addition to searches using only the gravitational wave data, a significant part of the Burst
group’s science program involves connecting with other observations and working closely with the astron-
omy and astrophysics communities.

Once a significant source of GWs is found, its characterization – identification and localization – brings
the most precious information about the onset of the violent phenomena at the origin of the GWs emission.
The GW signal is encoding the source parameters (mass, orientation, and matter bulk motion) and given
the various possible sources covered by Burst searches, GW signal characterization must be as generic as
possible and also customized using the state-of-the-art knowledge of each possible Burst source.

1. Highest priority
The Burst group is focused on an eyes wide open approach to detecting gravitational wave transients.
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To maximize its discovery potential, the Burst group employs a strategy of multiple searches, over-
lapping in parameter space to allow for cross-validation of search outputs. Highest priority goals for
the analysis of advanced detector data include:

• a statement on the transient gravitational wave sky, with population studies if we have several
detections, a rare-event detection significance if we have one candidate or an upper limit on the
rate of gravitational wave bursts if there is no detection;
• deployment of multiple analyses for cross validation of the all-sky search results, including ver-

ifying the significance of any observed events, across a wide parameter space. This is especially
important for events that are not matched to a specific source model;
• the astrophysical interpretation of any detected signals, leveraging signal characterization and

parameter estimation;
• a prompt analysis, trigger production and sky localization, to enable the electromagnetic and

neutrino follow-up of gravitational wave transients;
• prompt reports on astrophysically significant events, such as nearby gamma ray bursts, soft

gamma repeater hyperflares, galactic supernovae, exceptional bursts of low (MeV) energy neu-
trinos, or exceptional high (GeV–EeV) energy neutrinos;
• a dedicated search for gravitational wave bursts originating from cosmic strings.

2. High priority

• The Burst group has recently extended the parameter space of the all-sky search to include longer
duration transients (≥ 10 s) which may originate from various astrophysical sources such as long
gamma-ray bursts, bridging the gap with continuous wave sources. Long-duration burst searches
share similar complexities with their short-duration counterparts. Given the size of the parameter
space covered by the long-duration search, multiple analyses are deployed to cross-validate the
results.

• The Burst group pursues, with the burst analysis approach, some classes of compact binary co-
alescence sources that are not well covered by the current waveform template banks. These
include intermediate mass binary black holes, binary black holes with eccentric orbits and inter-
mediate mass ratio inspirals.

• Finally, the Burst group pursues multi-messenger searches for gravitational wave bursts in con-
junction with signatures such as generic gamma ray bursts, fast radio transients, low- and high-
energy neutrino observations, and electromagnetic observations of nearby core-collapse super-
novae. The Burst group uses information on the astrophysical event to reduce the parameter
space over which searches must be performed, leading to a reduction in the false alarm rate and,
consequently, an improvement in search sensitivities.

3. Additional Priority

Additional priorities include the search for gravitational waves in association with neutron star tran-
sients (eg. pulsar glitches, type I X-ray bursts and soft gamma ray repeater flares) and testing alterna-
tive theories of gravity with gravitational wave bursts.

Several of these science targets – intermediate mass black hole binaries, GRBs, electromagnetic followup
– overlap with the CBC group or – long transient and cosmic string – with the stochastic group, and joint
teams are working together across the three groups on these targets.
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1.2 Searches for Signals from Compact Binary Coalescences

On September 14, 2015, one-hundred years after gravitational waves were first predicted, the advanced
LIGO experiment detected gravitational waves from the merger of two black holes. This discovery was
followed by a second confirmed binary black hole detection on December 26, 2015. The second observing
run (Nov 2016 - summer 2017) yielded the discovery of GW170104, firmly establishing the existence of
stellar-mass binary black hole mergers as a primary source population for Advanced LIGO and Advanced
Virgo. Furthermore, we anticipate discovery of entirely new source classes such as coalescing binary sys-
tems containing neutron stars within the next few years. The Compact Binary Coalescence group aims to
discover new compact binary mergers and to use the gravitational wave signals to advance our understanding
of fundamental physics and astrophysics.

The range of scientific activities pursued by compact binary coalescence group requires us to prioritize our
goals. In the regime of increasing detection frequency over the coming observing runs, we must strike
a balance between exploitation of established classes of sources and preparing for detection of new source
classes. Achieving these goals requires the group to prioritize the continued research and development of our
tools and methods for source detection, estimation of parameters, inference of rates and populations, probing
fundamental physics and modeling of waveforms with analytical and numerical relativity. We will continue
to develop our search pipelines to improve their sensitivity to quiet sources by improvements in detection
statistics, understanding of the noise background and rigorous understanding of data quality. We expect a
tremendous human effort will be required to develop, deploy, run and interpret the results of low-latency
and offline searches as in the context of evolving detector sensitivity and data quality. Additionally, the
compact binary coalescence group maintains an active collaboration with a broader community to enhance
the impact of our discoveries on theoretical astrophysics and the electromagnetic and astroparticle observing
communities. With this in mind we have outlined the following projects which cover the goals of the group
in the coming year.

1. Highest Priority

• Responding to exceptional events. We must be prepared to detect and respond to novel sources
of extraordinary scientific importance. We define these as sources that yield significant new as-
trophysics and would warrant a rapid stand-alone publication. These would naturally include
the first detection of binary neutron-star, neutron-star black-hole binary or intermediate mass
binary systems. We also anticipate examples in which measurement of a source’s parameters
(e.g. masses and spins) could provide significant constraints on its formation channel or our
understanding of stellar evolution (e.g. the possible existence of gaps in the black hole mass
distribution, minimum or maximum neutron star mass). Other examples could include sources
which are exceptionally loud and allow us to measure the source physics with unprecedented
precision, thereby providing exceptional constraints on general relativity, or, for binaries con-
taining a neutron star, measurement of the nuclear equation of state could be made

• Producing a catalogue of detected compact binaries. We will produce a summary of all com-
pact binaries detected during each science run in order to provide a reference for the astrophysics
community with details of the detected source’s physical parameters, notable properties, and
waveform estimates. This requires a good understanding of systematic errors, including wave-
form modelling errors. We will continue to reduce our sources of systematic errors by improving
our waveform modelling with comparison to numerical relativity simulations. The catalog com-
pleteness will be improved by including uncertain signals such as LVT151012, along with their
estimated p-value.

• Characterizing the astrophysical distributions of compact objects. As the number of de-
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tections increases, we will begin to build a picture of the astrophysical distribution of compact
binaries in terms of their masses and spins. This will set novel empirical constraints on the
astrophysics of binary evolution. To accurately learn these distributions we need the ability to
infer the physical properties of our detected sources and estimate their distribution taking into
account the selection effects of our detectors and pipelines.

• Testing general relativity. The final stages of a compact binary coalescence provide a unique
window into the behavior of gravity in the strong field, high-velocity regime. We will continue
to develop the range of tests we are able to perform on our detections, ensuring their robustness
through comparison to numerical relativity simulations where possible. We will develop meth-
ods of combining multiple detections to place better constraints on the theory, and test specific
predictions in general relativity such as the no-hair and area theorems.

• Multimessenger astronomy and astrophysics. The observation of an electromagnetic or neu-
trino counterpart to a gravitational wave signal will be of huge astrophysical importance to the
field, so we will continue to pursue multi-messenger astronomy by providing alerts to our ob-
serving partners. This requires the continued development of low-latency pipelines for detection
and localization of sources, and the infrastructure associated with collating and distributing in-
formation about detection candidates.

• Gamma-ray bursts. The coincident detection of a gravitational wave with a gamma-ray burst
ranks among the highest impact discoveries possible in the compact binary field. We will con-
tinue performing a deep coherent search for gravitational waves focussed on the sky position of
any known gamma-ray bursts, and pursue joint searches for gravitational wave and GRB signals.

• Probing the properties of matter in the extremes of physical limits. Binary coalescences
involving neutron stars are a unique laboratory for studying the behaviour of matter at super-
nuclear densities and pressures. We will develop methods of constraining the neutron star equa-
tion of state by measuring its observable effects on the inspiral, merger and post-merger phases
of the coalescence signal, and apply these to forthcoming neutron star merger observations.

2. High Priority

High priority activities are those which are less certain to produce a significant result in the time-scale
of the coming year, but where the potential payoff would be high.

• Intermediate mass black hole binaries & intermediate mass-ratio inspirals. A goal of the
compact binary coalescence group is to search for intermediate mass black hole binaries. Espe-
cially at the highest masses, the success of any search will be sensitive to the effects of higher
order modes and precession in the waveforms. An extension of the intermediate mass black
hole binaries research is the development of searches for intermediate-mass ratio inspirals and
waveforms to describe them.

• Eccentric binaries. Eccentric binary systems are another potential class of source where the
searches and waveforms are less mature and templated searches and unmodelled searches can
be combined to allow for the range of eccentricity and robustness of our models.

• Spinning binary neutron stars. Searching for neutron star binaries with significant component
spin is also a high priority. Although neutron stars in binary systems have been observed to
have small spin, some isolated neutron stars are known to spin significantly. If neutron stars
with significant spins do exist in binary systems, then opportunities to detect them could be lost
without a dedicated search.
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3. Additional Priority

Building more accurate noise models for parameter estimation techniques can dramatically mitigate
the effects of non-stationary, non-Gaussian noise on the fidelity of parameter inference. It is a priority
to conduct a simulation campaign to study improved noise models for parameter estimation.

The compact binary parameter space searched in higher priorities is not complete. It covers a plausi-
ble range of physical parameters based on observation and stellar evolution models. However, there
are other interesting but less plausible parameter spaces which would have a dramatic impact if dis-
covered. Given additional resources, we would consider searching for compact objects below one
solar mass. It is possible that neutron stars or black holes could exist with masses down to fractions of
a solar mass and be in detectable binary systems. Additionally, although parameter estimation tech-
niques use waveforms that account for orbital precession, detection searches do not presently include
precession effects in the templates. Work is ongoing to develop such a search, and with additional
resources, we would conduct a precessing binary search in the future.
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1.3 Searches for Continuous-wave Signals

The LSC/Virgo Continuous Waves (CW) Group aims to measure gravitational wave signals that are long-
lived, nearly sinusoidal and extremely weak, believed to be emitted by rapidly rotating neutron stars in
our galaxy. These stars can emit gravitational radiation through a variety of mechanisms, including elas-
tic deformations, magnetic deformations, unstable r-mode oscillations, and free precession, all of which
operate differently in accreting and non-accreting stars. Long-term simultaneous gravitational wave and
electromagnetic observations of a galactic neutron star would support a rich astrophysical research program.

For known pulsars with measured spin frequencies, frequency derivatives and distances, energy conservation
allows setting an upper limit on gravitational wave strain amplitude, known as the spindown limit, albeit with
significant uncertainties due to poorly understood neutron star astrophysics. Previous searches in LIGO and
Virgo data have obtained 95% confidence upper limits well below the spindown limits for the Crab and
Vela pulsars. As interferometer sensitivities improve in the Advanced Detector Era, several dozen more
known pulsars will become spindown-accessible, primarily at spin frequencies below 100 Hz. For suspected
neutron stars with unknown spin frequencies, indirect upper limits based on estimated age or on estimated
accretion rates can also be derived. Such indirect limits are more optimistic for non-accreting stars, but
accreting neutron stars are more likely to be emitting near their limits.

Because there is so much astrophysical uncertainty in continuous gravitational wave emission and because
electromagnetic astronomers have detected about 2500 of the O(108−9) neutron stars believed to populate
our galaxy, the CW group has established a broad program to search for gravitational wave emission from
five distinct source categories, ordered below by decreasing a priori information known about the sources:
1) known pulsars with well measured timing; 2) other known or suspected isolated neutron stars with limited
or no timing information; 3) known or suspected binary neutron star systems; 4) unknown isolated stars in
any direction; and 5) unknown binary stars in any direction.

This ordering of categories corresponds to ordering by source strain sensitivity. Targeted searches using
known ephemerides from radio, X-ray or γ-ray timing measurements can achieve strain sensitivities limited
only by the intrinsic detector sensitivity and observation time spans with minimal trials factor corrections.
Directed searches using known sky locations but having no a priori frequency information (e.g., Cassiopeia
A) are degraded by trials factors that depend on the band size searched and on the assumed age of the source
(which affects the number and range of higher-order spin derivatives to be searched). The sensitivity achiev-
able with all-sky searches is still further limited by the need to make sky-location-dependent corrections
for Doppler modulations of detected source frequency due to the Earth’s motion (daily rotation and orbital
motion). The number of sky points to search to maintain accurate demodulation grows rapidly with coher-
ence time used in the search (time scale over which the signal is assumed to follow a precise phase model).
The effect is severe enough to preclude all-sky searches using coherence times equal to the full observation
spans of data runs. Adopting semi-coherent summing of data makes the computational problem tractable,
but sacrifices additional sensitivity beyond that from the trials factor of exploring a larger parameter space.
Directed searches for suspected neutron stars in binary systems with unknown source frequency must make
similar sensitivity tradeoffs, and all-sky searches for sources in unknown binary systems define the current
extreme in sensitivity tradeoff for tractability.

In the case of known objects, we have identified sources that seem to be the most promising, and should
priorities need to be set because of limited resources (labor or computing), those sources will receive the
highest priority. With these considerations in mind, the CW group plans a comprehensive search program
in the Advanced Detector Era for all of these source categories, with the following priorities:
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1. Highest priority

• Targeted searches for the Crab and Vela pulsars and any other stars for which the spindown limit
is likely to be beaten to within a factor of two. High-interest stars likely to fall in this category
include PSR J0537–6910 and PSRJ1813–1246, among many others, as detector sensitivities
improve. These analyses will include searching at the stellar spin frequency and twice that
frequency.
• Directed search for Cassiopeia A which is the youngest known neutron star in the galaxy, but for

which the spin frequency is unknown. (This choice of primary source is under reconsideration;
Vela Jr. may be more promising, under some astrophysical assumptions.)
• Directed searches for the X-ray binaries Scorpius X–1, Cygnus X–3, PSR J1751–305 and 4U

1636-536. The first two are especially bright in X-rays, and in the torque-balance model, GW
luminosity scales with X-ray luminosity, while there is evidence in the last two objects for sharp
X-ray periodicities that may indicate an r-mode oscillation.
• All-sky searches for unknown isolated stars. These searches necessarily suffer from degraded

strain sensitivity relative to what can be achieved in the targeted and directed searches, but they
cast a very wide net, offering a reasonable prospect of discovery.

2. High priority

• Targeted searches for known pulsars for which the spindown limit is unlikely to be beaten,
according to conventional theory, but which are extreme astrophysical objects of great interest.
• Directed searches for young supernova remnants other than Cassiopeia A, including Super-

nova 1987A, for sources near the galactic center, for sources in nearby globular clusters and
for unidentified γ-ray sources with pulsar-like spectra.
• Directed searches for additional X-ray binaries.

3. Additional priority

• All-sky searches for unknown binary stars. Because of the additional unknown orbital parameter
space to search, these searches are most computationally demanding and must make the greatest
tradeoffs in strain sensitivity for tractability.
• All-sky searches for unknown isolated stars, using alternative algorithms.

For every type of search, the CW group supports at least two independent methods (pipelines). This re-
dundancy provides greater robustness against incorrect assumptions in signal modeling and against non-
optimum handling of instrumental artifacts. The robustness against incorrect signal modeling is especially
important for accreting sources, such as Scorpius X–1, where the time span over which the coherence of
the signal model can be safely assumed is uncertain. In fact, that time scale is likely to vary in response to
fluctuations in accretion rate.

There is some overlap in the CW search space with searches carried out in the Burst and Stochastic working
groups. Long-lived transients can be considered to be short-lived CW sources. A small joint subgroup
with members from both the CW and Burst groups is carrying out work in this area. CW sources with
deterministic but unknown phase evolution, such as from a neutron star in a binary system with uncertain
parameters, may be detectable via the “radiometer” method in use by the Stochastic group. Tradeoffs among
search methods for such sources are being explored in a joint CW/Stochastic mock data challenge focused
on the search for Scorpius X-1.
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1.4 Searches for Stochastic Backgrounds

A stochastic gravitational-wave background (SGWB) is formed from the superposition of many events or
processes that are too weak and/or too numerous to be resolved individually. The prime objective of the
SGWB group is to measure this background, which can arise from cosmological sources such as inflation,
cosmic strings, and pre-Big-Bang models or from astrophysical sources such as compact binary coales-
cences, supernovae, and neutron stars. The measured rate of BBH mergers indicates that, at design sensi-
tivity, Advanced LIGO may detect an astrophysical background. This detection will be of great interest as
a probe of the evolution of the Universe since the beginning of stellar activity. Meanwhile, the detection of
a cosmological background would be a landmark discovery of enormous importance to the larger physics
and astronomy community. The stochastic searches are built on the cross-correlation infrastructure, which
was originally designed to carry out searches for an isotropic stochastic background, but has been adapted
to also search for directional and transient SGWB signals.

Although no SGWB was detected during O1, results from the isotropic search constrain the energy density
of the stochastic background to be Ω0 < 1.7 × 10−7 at 95% confidence. When advanced detectors reach
design sensitivity, we expect to be sensitive to an energy density as low as Ω0 < 6 × 10−10. The isotropic
search has been extended to include a test for GR by searching for a background of non-tensor polarizations.
This extension provides a tool for model selection between a tensor and non-tensor background signal, as
well as an estimate of the background energy density from tensor, vector, and scalar polarizations. It is
also important to estimate the individual contributions of distinct sources of the background, since the true
background may not be fully described by a single power law. Independent methods have been developed
to consider all physically allowed spectral shapes using a either a mixing matrix deconvolution or Bayesian
parameter estimation. Bayesian parameter estimation techniques are also used to estimate or constrain the
average chirp mass and merger rate of the binary black hole population. Significant model development will
be necessary for the understanding and interpretation of the implications observational results. Additionally,
a fully-Bayesian analysis for an isotropic SGWB is being developed using BayesWave. This analysis is ca-
pable of estimating noise power spectra and modelling glitches in the data, allowing a simultaneous estimate
of both detector noise and GW background contributions to observed data in a fully-Bayesian manner.

The directional searches provide a method of distinguishing between different stochastic sources using sky
maps of gravitational-wave power. The group employs both a radiometer algorithm and a spherical harmonic
decomposition to generate sky maps (and strain spectra) that can be used to identify cosmological or local
anisotropies as well as point sources. The spherical harmonic decomposition provides an estimate of the
energy density of the SGWB from extended sources over the sky. It will also be applied to search for
an anisotropic GW background estimated from pulsars in the galactic plane. The broadband radiometer
measures the background energy density from point-like sources over the sky, and provides an important
tool for GW astronomy when there is significant uncertainty in the phase evolution of a continuous wave
signal. As an application, a narrowband radiometer has been used to search for gravitational waves from
Scorpius X-1, the Galactic Center, and SN 1987A. Using a compressed data set folded over a sidereal day,
the radiometer can be applied to perform an unmodelled search for persistent sources over all frequencies
and sky locations. Directional searches are performed separately for multiple spectral indices in standard
LIGO analyses but it may be possible to deconvolve the skymaps to constrain backgrounds of multiple
spectral components. Exploration studies are being performed, initially considering two or three power-law
spectral indices. We also investigate models of SGWB anisotropies, which we can test against our results.
Continuous wave (CW) sources with deterministic but unknown phase evolution, such as a neutron star with
unknown spin period, may be detectable via the stochastic radiometer, or methods being developed in the
CW group. The stochastic group continues to develop these searches, in consultation with the CW Group.

It may be possible for neutron stars to emit transient gravitational waves on time scales lasting hours to
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weeks. Moreover, exotic models allow for the possibility of a seemingly persistent signal to start or stop
during an observing run, also leading potentially to very long transient signals. The stochastic group has
developed a cross-correlation pipeline to search for very long-lived gravitational-wave transients on these
time scales. Applications of this search include the ability to establish whether an apparently persistent
source, e.g., observed in a stochastic background search, exhibits variability in time; and an understanding
of the behaviour of detector artefacts on timescales of days to weeks. There is overlap between the very long
transient search and searches being carried out in the Burst and Continuous Wave search groups.

It has been demonstrated that data compressed using sidereal folding can be used to facilitate extremely
efficient searches over long observing times. The stochastic group is producing a combined extended data
set folded data set for the O1/O2 observing runs. This data set will be utilised by the all-sky all-frequency
radiometer, by the very long transient search, and by the galactic pulsar search.

The traditional stochastic searches share a common assumption of a Gaussian and stationary background,
however a background for example from unresolvable binary BH mergers, which is likely to be detected
first by the stochastic group, will not be stationary and is unlikely to be Gaussian. Non-Gaussian stochastic
background signals have been studied using software injections and analyses on mock data. A search for an
astrophysical background from unresolved compact binary coalscences is being pursued in conjunction with
the CBC group. The joint activity will develop and implement a Bayesian search strategy that is optimally
suited to handle the non-stationarity of the expected background from BBH mergers.

The stochastic group is actively involved in detector characterization efforts, with overlap with the Detector
Characterization (DetChar) group. For example, the SGWB group relies on magnetic field measurements to
estimate and mitigate contamination due to Schumann resonances There are also plans to study how inter-
mittent signals from (instrumental, environmental, or astrophysical) transients may bias stochastic analyses
using software injections. The group has also developed and maintains a stochastic data-quality monitor to
track search sensitivity in real time and to identify problematic sources of noise.

1. Highest priority
The stochastic group places highest priority on activities that are essential for detecting and inter-
preting the stochastic background. The isotropic analysis is the original raison d’être for the SGWB
working group, and the detection of a stochastic background is the SGWB group’s most compelling
scientific deliverable. We include in the isotropic searches recent and planned extensions including a
search for non-GR polarisations, parameter estimation and model development, and a fully-Bayesian
search for an isotropic power-law background. The standard directional searches employ both a ra-
diometer algorithm and a spherical harmonic decomposition to generate sky maps (and strain spectra)
that can be used to identify cosmological or local anisotropies as well as point sources. Extensions
to the directional searches include an all-sky all-frequency radiometer search for unmodelled persis-
tent GW signals, a search for an anisotropic background from Galactic pulsars, component separation
using narrowband maps and models of anisotropic backgrounds will provide a detailed picture of an
observable background. The search for very long transients assesses the temporal distribution of
the SGWB. The production of a combined extended folded data set facilitates the application of the
very-long transient search, the all-sky all-frequency radiometer and the galactic pulsar search. The
non-Gaussian searches will handle the non-stationarity of an astrophysical background. Data qual-
ity and detector characterisation studies are essential to the understanding and interpretation of
results for all of the group’s activities.

2. High priority
We assign high priority to a software injection study on intermittent transients, to investigate how such
signals may bias the stochastic analyses.
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1.5 Characterization of the Detectors and their Data

LIGO: LIGO’s sensitivity to gravitational-wave signals is limited by noise from the instruments and their
environment. Continued detection, the vetting of candidate signals, and the accuracy of parameter estimation
is crucially dependent on the quality of the data searched and the collaboration’s knowledge of the instrument
and environment. The LIGO Detector Characterization group is focused on working together with the
astrophysical search groups and the detector groups to (i) deliver the data quality information necessary to
clean the data sets, veto false positives, and allow candidate follow up for gravitational-wave searches and
(ii) characterize the early Advanced LIGO detectors to help to identify data quality issues early enough that
they can be addressed in the instruments to improve future instrument and search performance.

Search Data Quality: LIGO data contain non-Gaussian components such as noise transients and quasi-
periodic lines that have a negative impact on astrophysical searches. Transient noise in the detector data
can mimic or mask transient signals from Compact Coalescing Binaries and more generic Burst sources,
interfering with detection and the accuracy of the source parameters recovered. To minimize these negative
effects, LIGO data must be cleaned of transient data quality issues. The primary forms of data quality
information that must be delivered to the astrophysical search groups are: state segments that indicate which
data should be analyzed, based on the state of the instrument and its calibration; veto segments that indicate
periods of poor quality data; and data quality triggers that identify short durations where the data are likely
to contain a non-astrophysical disturbance. Searches will use veto segments and data quality triggers to
either ignore problematic data or to reduce confidence in any search triggers associated with these times.
For continuous-wave and stochastic backgrounds searches, frequency bins that are contaminated by non-
astrophysical disturbances must be identified and removed, and low-level, broadband contamination from
correlated magnetic noise must be mitigated.

Automation of Data Quality assessment: With the anticipated signal rate for O2, and the need for low-
latency data to support multi-messenger astronomy, the Detector Characterization group must develop auto-
mated approaches to respond to items on the Detection Checklist. The objective is to reduce to a minimum
the amount of manual sorting through signals, flagging of problems, and identification of sources of defects
in the data. This will be the main focus of the group during O2, with partners in the astrophysical search
groups collaborating on both identifying pipeline needs and sensitivities to data defects.

aLIGO Instrument Characterization: The Detector Characterization group works with the detector com-
missioning and engineering groups to identify and resolve issues in the aLIGO subsystems related to glitch
and noise contamination, channel signal fidelity and robustness, etc. This work has led to early data quality
improvements and helped to train a wider pool of scientists who are familiar with the instruments. Con-
tinued work aims to facilitate aLIGO detections by ensuring that the detectors are well understood and that
fixes for data quality issues are aggressively pursued.

1. Highest priority. The highest priority of the LIGO Detector Characterization group is to provide
timely data quality information to the LSC-Virgo search groups that designate what data should be
analyzed, remove egregious data quality issues, and identify periods/frequencies of poor data quality.
Automation is central to success in this activity.

2. High priorities. Complement and collaborate on commissioning with tools and insights to help find
sources of transient and CW data defects. Use the non-interferometer sensors to find, quantify, and
mitigate coupling to the environment. Maintain and extend the software infrastructure required to
provide needed data quality information to online searches.

3. Priorities. Develop improved methods to uncover the causes of the noise transients which most
impact the searches, with the goal of mitigating them or producing vetoes. Pursue, when motivated,
exploration of new approaches to data quality issues.
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To accomplish these priorities, the LIGO Detector Characterization group requires

• search group participation to call out sensitivities in the pipelines to data defects
• data quality experts to identify data defects and establish relationships to instrument events
• code developers to establish both infrastructures and specific modules to recognize and flag defects
• instrument characterization experts to quantify the sensitivity of the instrument to the environment,

establish coupling coefficients, and to identify mitigation where needed

Virgo

Noise mitigation, spectral lines identification, glitch reduction and data quality vetoes are the main tasks of
the Virgo detector characterization group. Responsibilities include working with the commissioning team
to track down any limitation to the detector’s sensitivity, working with the calibration team to maintain the
calibration and timing accuracy to an acceptable level for GW searches, and providing noise information and
vetoes to the data analysis groups and commissioning team. During past science runs and commissioning
periods, the Virgo detector characterization team has provided several investigation and monitoring tools,
and data quality vetoes which impacted positively both commissioning activity and astrophysical searches.

Search Data Quality: A new Virgo data quality model has been developed and is currently implemented.
This model defines workflows and procedures the group will follow to provide data quality products to
searches. In particular, emphasis is made to produce and deliver search-specific data quality vetoes. On top
of this, a new and ambitious online architecture is being implemented to provide vetoes to online search
pipelines. We have developed with LIGO a common data quality segment database, to benefit Burst and
CBC groups. It has been moved to production. Additional data quality needs specific to CW and Stochastic
search groups include the identification of noise source contributions to spectral lines or non stationary and
non linear features. For this, we use automatic spectral lines identification tools already well tested, and a
line database.

Early AdvVirgo Characterization: The Virgo detector characterization team will begin noise and glitch
studies on each commissioned sub-system as soon as they come online, in close collaboration with sub-
system hardware coordinators and commissioners. A system of shifts has been organized. Periodically, a
team of two shifters is on watch. They study transient and spectral noise using analysis tools developed by
the group.

1. Highest priority
The highest priority of the Virgo Detector Characterization is to find and mitigate the sources of noise
and to provide data quality information to the LSC-Virgo search groups in order to reduce the impact
of the remaining noises.

2. High priority
Our current high priorities are the development of useful tools for commissioning and an early char-
acterization of each sub-system of Advanced Virgo in order to reduce the need of vetoes in future
searches. This will imply a coherent system of monitoring web pages, a spectral line database cata-
logue, identification of non stationary lines and a software infrastructure to provide useful online data
quality information.

3. Additional priority
Additional priorities for Virgo detector characterization are to develop improved methods to uncover
the paths and the sources of the noise transients which most impact the searches, and to implement
automated noise classification tools.
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1.6 Data Calibration

1.6.1 LIGO Calibration

LIGO calibration includes all work to produce the calibrated strain time series that is used by all astrophys-
ical analyses. This necessary work includes:

• creating the accurate models of the detector to calibrate the data

• maintaining the necessary infrastructure and performing the physical measurements needed to cali-
brate the detector models

• tracking and correcting for time-varying changes in detector configuration and performance

• providing an error budget on the calibration that astrophysical analyses use to establish uncertainties
in measured quantities

• producing a calibrated detector time series in low-latency for multi-messenger astronomy

• providing infrastructure to re-calibrate the detector data with improved measurements and correcting
problems with the low-latency calibration

• providing scientific support for the collaboration’s astrophysical analyses on matters of detector cali-
bration and its accuracy.

Since the calibration of the detector changes in response to its day-to-day environmental and physical state,
and in response to planned commissioning changes that improve its sensitivity, calibration of the data is an
ongoing task that requires continuous activity both during and between observing runs.

1.6.2 Virgo Calibration

During the Virgo science runs, the calibration measurements have been automated and extended to have
some redundant data. It includes measurement of the absolute time of the Virgo data, measurement of
the transfer function of the dark fringe photodiode readout electronics, measurement of the mirror and
marionette actuation transfer functions and monitoring of the finesse of the arm cavities. The calibration
output are then used (i) in the frequency-domain calibration, resulting in the Virgo sensitivity curve, (ii) in
the time-domain calibration, resulting in the h(t) strain digital time series and (iii) for the hardware injections.
Independent cross-check of the reconstruction has been done systematically during VSR4 using a photon
calibrator.

The methods used for Virgo will still apply for AdV after some tuning for the new configuration. Simulations
have been carried on for the a priori most challenging measurements, i.e. the measurement of the mirror
actuation response. They confirm that the Virgo methods can still be applied, putting some constraints on
the minimum force to be applied on the AdV arm mirrors. In parallel a conceptual design of the new photon
calibrator to be developed for AdV is being finalized before the setup is built and then installed in 2015.
Critical calibration activities are:

1. development and improvement of instrumental measurements (in particular with the digital demodu-
lation electronics of the photodiode readout),

2. prototyping and installation of a photon calibrator,

3. development of online tools to monitor the Virgo timing permanently,
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4. upgrade the h(t) reconstruction method after the study of the impact of some parameters that were
neglected during the Virgo era.

1.6.3 LIGO and Virgo Hardware Injections

Hardware injections are simulated gravitational wave signals added to LIGO and Virgo strain data by physi-
cally actuating on the test masses. They provide an end-to-end validation of our ability to detect gravitational
waves: from the detector, through data analysis pipelines, to the interpretation of results. The hardware in-
jection group is tasked with the development, testing, and maintenance of hardware injection infrastructure.
This includes on-site software to carry out the injections at specified times. We also work with the search
groups to maintain the software that generates gravitational waveforms suitable for injection.

Each data analysis group works with the hardware injection team, in different ways: Burst and CBC groups
provide transient waveforms and determine suitable injection rates, the CW group selects the parameters for
neutron star signals, which persist throughout the science run, and the SGWB group typically carries out
one or two ≈[ 10] min injections during each science run. The search groups analyze hardware injections
during science and engineering runs to identify and solve problems as they come up, and the results of these
studies are reported back to the hardware injection team so that adjustments can be made.

1.6.4 LIGO Timing Diagnostics

Traceable and closely monitored timing performance of the detectors is mission critical for reliable inter-
ferometer operation, astrophysical data analysis and discoveries. The advanced LIGO timing distribution
system provides synchronized timing between different detectors, as well as synchronization to an absolute
time measure, UTC. Additionally, the timing distribution system must provide synchronous timing to sub-
systems of the detector. Timing distribution system’s status is monitored, and periodically tested in-depth
via timing diagnostics studies.

Critical timing tasks include:

1. verifying traceable performance of the timing distribution system,

2. verifying the validity and accuracy of the recorded time-stamp,

3. verifying the accuracy of the distributed timing signals,

4. expanding the capabilities of data monitoring tools related to timing,

5. availability of timing diagnostics for various subsystems,

6. measuring and documenting the timing performance,

7. reviewing the physical/software implementation and documentation of the timing distribution and
timing diagnostics components.
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2 Burst Group Activity Plans

In addition to the activities described in this section, see the activities being undertaken jointly with the
CBC and Stochastic groups in sections 6 and 7, respectively.

2.1 Search for short-duration GW bursts

A wide range of highly energetic astrophysical phenomena are expected to be accompanied by emis-
sion of gravitational-wave transients lasting from milli-seconds to several seconds within the instruments’
frequency band. For some transient sources, especially binary compact systems made up of neutron stars
and black holes, their expected gravitational-wave emission is modelled well enough over most of their
parameter space so that matched filter techniques can be used to seek them in data from ground-based
laser interferometers. However, there exists a range of plausible sources of short-duration gravitational-
wave emission for which their signal morphologies are poorly modelled or even unknown and for which no
matched filter techniques can be employed in an effective way. Such sources include core-collapse super-
novae, long gamma-ray bursts, soft-gamma repeaters as well as neutron star glitches. The all-sky search for
short-duration bursts targets this wide class of sources. For this reason, the all-sky search invokes general
transient-finding methods with minimal assumptions on signal morphology. This also provides the oppor-
tunity to identify unanticipated sources and signals; a noteworthy goal given the current early stages of
gravitational-wave astronomy.

The all-sky search for transients was one of the first searches pursued when interferometric data first be-
came available in 2001 [?]. Since then, all data from the LIGO and Virgo detectors have been searched for
bursts, using a variety of techniques [?, ?, ?, ?, ?]. Each analysis uses a measurement basis (Fourier, wavelet
or others) in order to project the signal onto and identify excess power in the time-frequency decomposition
of single detector data [?, ?, ?]. Multi-instrument analysis is essential for the robust detection of unmodelled
gravitational-wave transients; fully coherent methods have been shown to perform well rejecting noise tran-
sients while recovering relatively weak signals. They use measurements from all available detectors to solve
the inverse problem for the impinging gravitational-wave signal by using maximum likelihood and Bayesian
statistics approaches. For candidate transients, statistical significance is evaluated by repeating the analysis
using data that is cleansed of real signals through unphysical time-slides. In order to evaluate search sen-
sitivity and place upper-limits, the pipelines are run over data that contains sets of simulated astrophysical
signals.

The search for unmodelled transients has benefited from independent implementations; we plan to con-
tinue with this in the foreseeable future. Independent searches for the same science targets present the
opportunity for direct comparisons of the analysis, an ability to validate search results, and often leads to
search innovation. Multiple, independent searches may also better cover the signal parameter space.

There is strong motivation for performing all-sky transient searches in low latency; recent science runs
have utilized triggers produced with only a few minutes of lag time. Prompt identification of detection
candidates allows for rapid follow-up observations using electromagnetic telescopes, and also can inform
detector characterization and operations.

O2/O3 Deliverables

• Publish a comprehensive paper reporting final search results of the burst short-duration search.

• Produce rapid alerts for event candidates by running low-latency search pipelines.

• Produce data quality flags and vetoes to use for both the low-latency and off-line searches.

• Quantify improvement in search sensitivity gained by including Virgo data.
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• Deliver mid-run results at set intervals.

• Improve and update the all-sky burst searches for the analysis of O3 data.

2.2 Search without templates for GWs from binary black holes

Compact binary coalescences (CBC), containing combinations of neutron stars (NS) and black holes
(BH), are among the most efficient emitters of gravitational waves. Compact binaries formed from stellar
mass progenitors have historically been considered the most probable sources. Binary black hole systems
recently discovered by LIGO, started to probe the emerging CBC population. Detected BBH systems have
close component masses, have little evidence for components spins and exhibit no deviations from circular
orbits. Such sources can be efficiently detected with the matched filter searches using quasi-circular CBC
templates. However, other potential types of CBC sources covering a large range of component masses,
spins and eccentricities are also possible. A detection of these sources would provide information regarding
the viability of several proposed binary formation mechanisms and would help discriminate among different
formation models. Targeting this wider parameter space of CBC sources with a burst analysis method,
which does not rely on templates, creates a search which is robust to a variety of features including high
mass ratios, higher order modes, misaligned spins, eccentric orbits and/or deviations from general relativity,
that may create mismatch between the observed signal and simulated CBC templates,

The focus of previous gravitational-wave searches for CBC sources has centered on quasicircular sys-
tems, because there is ample time to circularize the orbit if the system was formed from a stellar binary
progenitor. However, more recent theoretical work has suggested that galactic nuclei and globular clusters
may be promising settings for the formation of dynamical capture binaries. Since these systems can form
with large eccentricities and very small initial separations, there is good reason to expect that a significant
amount of eccentricity will remain when the binaries evolve into the Advanced LIGO (aLIGO) band. Cur-
rent CBC searches using quasi-circular CBC waveforms from stellar-mass binaries will not efficiently detect
these systems for eccentricities e >∼ 0.05 [?], therefore dedicated burst searches for these potential sources
would be a viable alternative.

There are several formation models describing dynamical capture binaries [?, ?, ?]. In [?] it is suggested
that galactic nuclei should have ∼ 2000 BHs and ∼ 400 NSs in the central 0.1 pc. In [?, ?], the event rate
for the formation of BH-BH binaries from GW capture in this setting was estimated to be between 0.01 and
1.0 Gpc−3 yr−1, with corresponding Advanced LIGO detection rates of ≈ 1 − 102 yr−1. The formation
of BH-NS binaries is estimated to be ∼ 1% of this rate [?]. Dynamical capture binaries may also form
in globular clusters (GCs) that undergo core collapse [?, ?]. In [?], it was estimated that binary formation
through tidal capture would result in a NS-NS tidal capture rate that would peak at ∼ 50 Gpc−3 yr−1 at
z = 0.7, falling to ∼ 30 Gpc−3 yr−1 by z = 0. They also provide a scaling to BH-NS and BH-BH mergers
which gives rates that peak at ∼ 70 Gpc−3 yr−1 and ∼ 20 Gpc−3 yr−1 for BH-NS and BH-BH mergers,
respectively. There is also the possibility that eccentric mergers could result from hierarchical triples through
the Kozai mechanism. This has been suggested to occur in BH-BH mergers in GCs [?, ?, ?] and CO mergers
around supermassive BHs in galactic nuclei [?], as well as in coevolved or dynamically formed BH-NS or
NS-NS binaries [?]. Efforts to understand this mechanism in the general-relativistic regime are ongoing (see
e.g. [?]), and the event rates of these systems are not well known (though see [?]).

For all of these scenarios, the event rates for Advanced LIGO are very uncertain, however, measurable
rates are plausible. Detection and identification of dynamical capture binaries would help to discriminate
between different formation models and the null result will constrain the models parameters. Burst analysis
methods provide a viable option to search for these specific signals.

Relation to other searches.
This activity plan is closely related to a number of other efforts within the LVC. It executes a burst search,
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which targets CBC systems (i.e. with chirp mass Mchirp < 50 M�), that may not be well detected by
the template CBC searches. The heavier systems (typically Mchirp > 50 M�) are targeted by a dedi-
cated IMBHB burst search conducted jointly with the modeled CBC algorithms as described in 6. Both
burst searches are designed and executed in a different way to maximize their performance in the low
(Mchirp < 50 M�) and high (Mchirp > 50 M�) chirp mass regions. However, the high mass ratio sys-
tems (1:10 and more) may have IMBH as the heavier component. Therefore, the low chirp mass burst
search may yield a first IMBH detection in the part of the mass parameter space not accessible by the ded-
icated IMBHB searches. This search will use simulated eccentric binary waveforms developed by the LVC
for estimation of the detection efficiency and interpretation of the search results. Results of the burst search
for the stellar chirp mass CBC systems will be reported in the CBC catalog paper.

O1/O2 Deliverables

• Publish a paper on the astrophysical interpretation of the search results in the context of models
considering dynamical capture in dense stellar environment with residual eccentricity in the sensitivity
band.

• Conduct burst search for stellar mass CBC mergers in the O1 and O2 runs.

• Report events detected by the search in the catalog paper and/or discovery paper if an unusual CBC
source is identified.

O3 Deliverables

• Extend the burst search sensitivity to the lower chirp masses Mchirp < 10 M�.

• Investigate options to improve the burst search sensitivity to eccentric black hole signals by using
different clustering algorithms and time-frequency graphs obtained from relevant signal models [?].

2.3 GW burst signal charaterization

One of the exciting features of gravitational-wave astrophysics is the observation of signals directly
tied to the flow of energy and momentum within a source [?]. This signal can be extremely rich in the
information it contains. For compact object mergers, it encodes the source masses, spins, distance, and
orientation. An observed gravitational-wave signature from a galactic supernova would probe the stellar
core, and would give valuable clues to the supernova explosion mechanism, angular momentum, and other
dynamic variables. The gravitational waveform from an oscillating neutron star would constrain the neutron
star equation of state. For new classes of signals, the waveform will be provide a unique path towards
understanding the astrophysical source. Even without an astrophysical model, it may be possible to constrain
some source parameters based on time-scale and energy arguments.

Reconstructing the waveform of a detected signal is a non-trivial process, involving data from multiple
detectors, knowledge of detector positions and responses, and a statistical framework for evaluating a best
fit waveform and properties of the detector noise [?, ?, ?]. Quantifying the uncertainty on reconstructed
waveforms is also critical to allow comparisons between measured signals and proposed source models.
During O1 and O2, reconstructed waveforms were seen to agree with models for expected signals from
binary black hole mergers [?, ?]. In addition, burst searches provide a measurement of the polarization state
for detected gravitational-wave events [?]. Meaningful polarization measurements will be possible with
three or more detectors in the network.

Closely related to the best fit waveform is an estimate of the source’s direction [?, ?, ?]. The angular
position reconstruction of a gravitational wave source, or “skymap”, enables searches for coincident emis-
sion in a wide range of electromagnetic and particle observatories. This includes both searches of archival
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data from all-sky intruments or serendipitous observations, and attempts to rapidly respond to low-latency
gravitational wave triggers by slewing radio, optical, and X-ray instruments.

O2/O3 Deliverables

• Deliver waveform reconstruction, with uncertainty, for all detected sources.

• Deliver position reconstruction skymaps for all detected sources, including low-latency skymaps.

• Provide measurement and interpretation of the polarization patterns for GW events detected with the
LIGO-Virgo network.

2.4 Search for GW transients from isolated neutron stars

Violent phenomena associated with NSs, such as flaring activity in magnetars [?, ?, ?] and binary coales-
cence, may result in the excitation of various oscillatory modes which leads to transient gravitational wave
emission. The energetics involved with phenomena such as magnetar flares and pulsar glitches, and the low
rate of nearby binary neutron star mergers makes detection of an associated gravitational wave burst rather
speculative with current detectors. The science pay-off, however, would be tremendous; the detection and
characterization of GWs associated with NS oscillations holds the potential for GW neutron astereoseismol-
ogy, whereby NS oscillation mode identification and characterization leads to constraints on the equation
of state. Our goals for science deliverables in O2/O3 are, therefore, focussed towards the development of
novel searches and techniques, and the deployment of morphology-independent waveform reconstructions
and parameter estimation follow-ups to extraordinary events. Past searches targeting such events include
[?, ?, ?, ?].

O2/O3 Deliverables

• Publish a targeted, broadband, offline search for gravitational waves associated with magnetar flaring
activity, including several flares observed during O2.

• For extraordinary events such as the 2004 hyper-flare in SGR 1806-20 provide:

– Low-latency analysis (∼minutes–hours): Check for temporal and spatial coincidence of trig-
gers arising from the online burst or CBC analysis with the electromagnetic trigger.

– Higher latency analysis (∼week–month): Deliver targeted searches for both long duration (>
10 seconds) and short duration bursts from 10’s of Hz up to ∼ 4. Short-duration candidates will
be followed-up and characterized with burst parameter estimation (PE) tools.

• Following a BNS detection provide:

– Low-latency analysis (∼minutes–hours): Check for temporal and spatial coincidence of trig-
gers arising from the online burst analysis with a low-latency CBC GW trigger.

– Higher latency analysis (∼week–month): Run an offline, targeted high-frequency burst anal-
ysis of the latter portion of the signal. Also, perform follow-up studies using burst waveform
reconstruction tools, with the goal of constraining the neutron star equation of state.
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2.5 Triggered search for GWs from core collapse supernovae

Once a massive star (about 10× the mass of the Sun or more) exhausts its fuel, its core collapses to a hot
proto-neutron star. The proto-neutron star cools by emitting neutrinos. A shock wave is promptly formed
from the proto-neutron star and plows through the stellar mantle. If it breaks out of the star’s surface, it
lights up the star in a supernova explosion. If the protoneutron star accrets enough mass (which is likely
for very massive progenitors) a BH is formed instead and the star fails to explode (and the GW emission
is expected to be abruptly truncated). It is theorized that the shock wave is powered by the absorption of
a small fraction (∼10%) neutrinos within the first second of the proto-neutron star’s life. The neutrinos
heat up the material above the proto-neutron star. This drives convection where hot buoyant bulk material
rise and colder material sinks. This convection in turns leads to the emission of GWs mostly through the
excitation of motion in the newly formed neutron star. If the star’s core is spinning, then also a burst of GWs
that lasts for a few milliseconds is emitted when the proto-neutron star is first formed (the GW emission of
the later phases of a rapidly rotating progenitor is less understood than the case of slowly rotating one).

Neutrinos were detected from supernova SN1987A, which exploded in the Large Magellanic Cloud, a
neighbor galaxy of the Milky Way. At the time, no detector with sufficient sensitivity to detect GWs from
a supernova was operational. Supernovae are rare events in the local universe: 1 or 2 events per century are
estimated in our galaxy and about 4 per year within 20Mpc [?].

The next galactic core-collapse supernova (CCSN) will be a an exciting astronomical event, and the
world will look to the LIGO Scientific Collaboration and the Virgo Collaboration for statements about its
GW emission. Multimessenger observations in photons, neutrinos, and gravitational waves of the next
nearby CCSN will revolutionize our understanding of massive star structure and angular momentum distri-
bution, of core collapse dynamics, of the still uncertain CCSN explosion mechanism, of explosive nucle-
osynthesis and mixing of synthesized elements in the explosion, and of fundamental physics such as the
equation of state of nuclear matter and neutrino interactions.

GWs are produced by bulk aspherical accelerated motion of matter; in the CCSN context they are
a direct probe of the uncertain degree of asymmetry of the supernova engine. GWs are expected to be
emitted by a broad range of processes (e.g., [?, ?]) many of which can be directly associated with particular
explosion mechanisms. For example, the GW signal from neutrino-driven convection can be connected to
the neutrino mechanism or the strong signal from rotating core collapse can be linked to magnetorotational
explosions (e.g., [?, ?]). GWs from rotating core collapse can be used to measure the angular momentum of
the collapsing core [?, ?]. GWs from neutrino-driven convection and the standing accretion shock instability
can be used (1) to infer the moment of the onset of explosion and (2) to constrain the structure of the nascent
neutron star and in this way put constraints on the nuclear equation of state (in combination with neutrino
information; e.g., [?, ?, ?]). An abrupt end of GW and neutrino emission would unambiguously herald the
formation of a black hole (e.g., [?, ?]).

Recently, the LVC has organized a systematic interaction with the CCSN modeling community with a
series of CCSN theory calls and a focused workshop on CCSNe [?]. Of particular interest is the summary
of the aspects of CCSNe modeling that are considered, to date, robust by the CCSN modeling community
as a whole. This activity is expected to continue.

O2/O3 Deliverables

• Publish an O1-O2 SN search paper, providing detection and non-detection statements for optically
observed supernovae within roughly 20Mpc. The results should constrain the most extreme emission
models GW emission and set upper-limits on emitted GW energy in specific time frequency regions
(for example the one expected from SASI).

• Estimate significance of a GW trigger associated to a CCSN (SNEWS triggers included), provide
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reconstructed waveforms of identified candidate and estimate parameters of the GW candidate.

• Develop noise reduction techniques for burst searches, including [?].

• Establish veto procedures specific to SN searches.

• Create a statistical framework for detection statements using multiple supernovae. Realistic GW
signals from CCSNe from outside the galaxy are predicted to be weak, so seeking a population of
weak signals may improve the chance of discovery.

• Develop a method for detecting GWs in coincidence with a CCSN using data from only a single GW
detector.

• Quantify the impact of calibration errors on detection statistics and parameter estimation/waveform
reconstruction measures using hardware injections.

• Perform a study of CCSN science targets using third generation GW detectors.

• Develop a subprime neutrino triggered search.

2.6 Multimessenger search for GWs and fast radio bursts

Since the publication in summer 2013 of four Fast Radio Bursts (FRBs) identified in Parkes Telescope
data [?] there has been considerable scientific interest in these millisecond-scale radio transients which,
based on their observed dispersion measures, appear to occur at cosmological distance scales. A total of 22
FRBs have been published so far [?], including one repeating source [?], and an increasing number of radio
telescopes are becoming involved in FRB identification.

Currently, while numerous papers have suggested plausible sources for these radio transients, their ori-
gin (or origins if there are distinct classes) is unclear. Not all plausible mechanisms for emission of FRBs are
likely to result in simultaneous gravitational wave emission at detectable frequencies. However, compact bi-
nary coalescences, neutron star asteroseismology, and cosmic string cusps are all proposed mechanisms for
production of both gravitational waves and short duration radio transients in the frequency ranges of interest.
See [?] and references therein for descriptions of the relevant models. Identification of a clear coincidence
between an FRB and a transient gravitational wave, while challenging at current sensitivities, would be of
tremendous scientific value in determining the nature of FRBs in addition to being a major achievement in
the field of gravitational-wave astronomy. Searches with initial detector data in coincidence with known
FRBs have already been conducted [?], and work is underway to continue analysis using Advanced detector
data.

O2/O3 Deliverables

• Publish the results of searches for coincident GW/FRB events in Advanced Detector data using data
coincident with identified FRBs. The next radio transient LIGO/Virgo publication will utilize data
from O1 and O2 and, depending on the availability of sufficient coincident FRB triggers, may also
utilize O3 and the corresponding Advanced Virgo run(s).

• Develop and test analysis methods for FRB searches using externally triggered unmodelled transient
and matched filter methods, including analysis approaches suitable for both short and long-duration
coincidence windows

• Coordinate with radio astronomy community to facilitate necessary exchange of information to make
reasonably prompt completion of above publication possible. Where needed, this may involve devel-
opment of additional MoUs with relevant radio astronomy partners.
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2.7 Service and technical activities for Burst searches

Several Burst searches are supported by a range of technical activities that provide support, tools, and/or
coordination with other groups.

Software injections: Search pipelines use simulated signals to test and characterise their performance.
For Burst searches, a typical set of simulated signals consists of sine-gaussian, gaussian pulse, ringdown
and white noise burst waveforms. Other examples of simulated Burst signals are those based on theoreti-
cal emission models (eg. accretion disk instabilities) and/or numerical relativity simulations (core collapse
supernovae). These simulations are used to create populations of simulated signals, known as a Mock Data
Challenges (MDCs).

O2/O3 Deliverables

• MDCs generation for the short-duration all-sky search.

• MDCs generation for the O1-O2 core collapse supernova search.

Hardware injections: Hardware injections are simulated signals added directly to the detector data, by ac-
tuating on the interferometer end test masses (i.e. signals added through the detector hardware). The MDC
software tools will also be used to generate input waveforms for hardware injections.

O2/O3 Deliverables

• Gather and condition all waveforms that the Burst group decides to inject during a run.

• Work closely with the LIGO hardware team to perform and record hardware injections.

Detector characterization: Almost all GW transient searches benefit from data quality information pro-
vided by the detectors’ experts. That especially includes the findings of the LSC and Virgo detector charac-
terization groups to identify and understand the origin of the non stationary noise sources. Safe data quality
vetoes are used by burst searches to remove a large fraction of noise outliers. The search leaders and search
data quality liaisons must work with detector characterization Burst experts to define the most efficient list
of vetoes.

O2/O3 Deliverables

• Provide a regularly updated and customized list of data quality flags and vetoes for each familly of
Burst searches.

• Provide regularly feedback to the Burst and detector characterization groups.
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3 CBC Group Activity Plans

In addition to the activities described in this section, see the activities being undertaken jointly with the
Burst and Stochastic groups in sections 6 and 8, respectively.

3.1 CBC parameter estimation R&D

Development of tools for characterizing CBC sources in terms of their parameters.

Motivation and methods

The primary task of the parameter estimation (PE) group is to develop, improve, and maintain the tech-
niques and tools necessary for characterizing compact binaries. For each detected event the PE group deliv-
ers posterior estimates for the physical characteristics of each binary, using the most sophisticated models
possible for both signal and noise. To this end, the PE group’s primary research tasks are focused on develop-
ing the tools and techniques necessary to take advantage of new signal models that account for more physical
effects (e.g., eccentricity, matter effects) as they become available. The group is also working on improved
noise models that will relax assumptions made about the stationarity of the detectors’ noise. Finally, the
group assesses the improvement in parameter inference from such models, guides gravitational-wave model
developments and science cases for future gravitational-wave measurements, and informs instrument design.

Short term goals

1. PE with matter effects: When LIGO/Virgo finally makes the first detections of binary neutron star
and neutron star-black hole mergers, the detected GWs will allow for novel measurements of matter
effects in the binary mergers, including the neutron star equation of state. Effective techniques for
measuring these effects is an active area of research, and the most recent developments of this work
need to be implemented in LIGO’s Parameter Estimation code library, LALInference.

2. Marginalization over frequency-dependent detector calibration errors and PSD uncertainties: During
O1 and O2, frequency-dependent but instrument-agnostic models for calibration errors were used for
the purposes of marginalization, and point estimates of the noise PSD computed from on-source data
were used for each analysis. We plan to move toward physically motivated models for calibration
errors, and to marginalize over possible noise PSDs.

3. Better measurement of waveform systematic errors: Thus far the variance between posterior estimates
obtained using multiple approximants (e.g. SEOBNRv3 and IMRPhenomPv2) have been used as a
proxy for quantifying systematic uncertainties in parameter estimates. We must develop more ro-
bust and meaningful ways to quantify systematic errors associated with the use of our approximate
waveforms.

4. Study the biases to PE caused by non-stationary noise: Current PE analyses assume the detector
noise to be stationary over intermediate timescales, 1 to 100’s times the length of a detected signal.
We know the noise is not always stationary on these timescales, thus we must characterize the biases
introduced in parameter estimates due to this false assumption.

5. Gravitationally lensed events: A non-negligible fraction of BBH merger events to be observed by
LIGO can undergo strong gravitational lensing. The strong lensing can produce multiple triggers of
the same event with time delays varying from weeks to months. Identification of such events can help
us to study the properties of gravitational lenses.
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6. Using more accurate waveforms: As more faithful waveform models become available (e.g., multi-
modal effects, amplitude corrections), studies will be required to determine the impacts of the inclu-
sion of such physical effects on PE.

7. Faster convergence with improved sampling algorithms: The group goals related to low latency anal-
yses will require (in part) improvements to our sampling algorithms.

8. Improvements to post-processing: The outputs of the post-processing routines from the PE group are
now used by many scientists in and outside of the LIGO-Virgo collaboration. These tools are in need
of 1) improvements to the presentation of critical results, 2) additional statistical tests, and 3) better
usability by other CBC subgroups (e.g., numerical relativity follow-ups, rates and population).

9. Improvements to library infrastructure: To better facilitate the goals outlined above, the LALInference
code base is in need of infrastructural updates. This includes the migration of the library from C to
Python to become more development-friendly.

Long term goals

1. Faster PE (up to low-latency): Results from stochastic samplers can often take hours to days to obtain,
with the lowest-latency analyses making simplifying assumptions (e.g., spins aligned with the orbital
angular momentum). We aim to reduce latency, particularly for the more physically accurate models
(e.g., including precession effects), and pursue the direct use of waveforms produced by numerical
relativity simulations

2. Analyzing background events: Though not an official task of the PE group, as the most rigorous stage
of signal characterization, PE is often looked to for verification of a trigger’s status as signal vs. noise.
To better inform the collaboration on such matters, we must conduct complete studies of PE analyses
of background events to better understand the behavior of posteriors and detection-related statistics
(e.g., coherent vs. incoherent Bayes factor) on foreground and background.

3. Analyzing populations of sub-threshold events: For many sources of GWs we expect a stochastic
background, which need not be persistent or Gaussian. The use of LALInference to detect a population
of sub-threshold events could lead to the detection of such a stochastic background.

4. Use of Bayes factors in low latency to help inform detections: The production of Bayes factors,
which can be useful as detection statistics, currently takes too long to be useful for decisions made
in low latency. The fact that such analyses can include physical effects not accounted for in searches
(e.g., precession) means that obtaining such statistics on shorter timescales could allow PE to provide
crucial new information at the time of detection.

5. Recover binary properties at the time of formation: Parameter estimates obtained for events thus far
correspond to the binaries’ properties at some reference frequency, typically when the signal enters
band. To better understand formation scenarios for these binaries, we will need methods to evolve
such constraints backward to earlier times.

3.2 Tests of General Relativity R&D

Motivation and methods

The Testing General Relativity group is primarily responsible for testing the consistency of the observed
GW signals by LIGO and Virgo with predictions of GR, and for developing the associated data analysis
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infrastructure. Due to the lack of reliable waveform models in alternative theories, currently the group’s
primary focus is on “null” tests, which aim to put constraints on deviations from GR predictions without
assuming specific alternative theories. Several other aspects of strong gravity, such as the true nature of
black holes, possible existence of exotic compact objects, etc., are also pursued within the group.

Short term goals

Short term goals are continue support for the O2 deliverables of the O2 TGR project, outlined in 3.9.

Long term goals

In addition to continuing support for the O2 goals, we will develop the capacity to deliver the following
additional science results on an O3 timescale.

1. Measurement of quasi-normal modes: Sufficiently loud signals from massive BBHs should provide
conclusive evidence of quasi-normal modes. Measurement of multiple quasi-normal modes will allow
us constrain the no-hair theorem of GR.

2. Constraining the parameter space of various black hole mimickers: There are theoretical proposals
of exotic alternatives to black holes, which can be massive and compact enough to be confused with
black holes. We will be able to constrain the parameter space of some of these models based on
constraints on the tidal deformability, spin-induced quadrupole moment, etc.

3. Search for late time echos of BBH merger signals: Some of the quantum gravity inspired alterna-
tives to black hole horizons predict late-time echoes of GW signals in BBH mergers. These can be
constrained, or detected, using upcoming BBH observations.

4. Characterization of waveform systematics: A systematic exploration of the impact of inaccuracies
and missing physics in waveform templates on various tests of GR is targeted to complete by the end
of O3.

3.3 CBC waveform models R&D

Development of waveforms to faithfully model physics in binary coalescence for searches and parameter
estimation.

Motivation and methods

The waveforms group aims to provide the collaboration with waveform models for template-based anal-
yses of gravitational wave events, most importantly for compact binary coalescence events. Our long-term
vision are waveform-models which include all physical effects that may influence the expected waveforms
enough to impact the output of GW-analyses, and which can be evaluated sufficiently quickly for all GW-
analysis purposes. Furthermore, we strive to quantify errors that arise from model-approximations and from
neglected physical effects. These goals require a combination of analytical and numerical modeling of CBC
waveforms, as well as acceleration techniques to speed up evaluation of waveform models.

Short term goals (for end-of O2 and O3)

1. Include sub-dominant modes in BBH waveform models: We aim to extend our waveform models of
spinning, non-precessing BBH systems by including the effects of subdominant harmonic modes.
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Two independent models will be used for cross-comparisons. We also plan to provide functionality to
compare GW-measurements directly to spinning, non-precessing numerical simulations, without the
need for an intermediary model.

2. Improve precessing BBH waveform models by extensively tuning/testing against precessing NR simu-
lations. We also aim to have initial prototype models of precessing binaries with subdominant modes.

3. Include eccentricity in BBH waveform models: Eccentric waveform-models are important for estimat-
ing or bounding the eccentricity of any observed CBC event. We aim to develop models for modest
eccentricity that cover non-spinning and subsequently aligned-spin binaries.

4. Inspiral waveforms for NS-NS and BH-NS systems that include NS-tides and NS-spin effects.

5. Investigate opportunities to use post-merger NS-NS waveform information to characterize NS-NS sys-
tems.

6. Cross-checks and validation: Perform cross-validation between different NR codes for precessing
BBH systems to assess the accuracy and reliability of precessing NR waveforms. Assess BBH
waveform-model accuracies, especially at more extreme parameters, namely mass-ratios expected
for BH-NS binaries, and/or high spins.

7. Expand the NR waveform catalog as baseline data for a variety of waveform/PE/testingGR/burst
projects: improve parameter space coverage, and consider extension to BH-NS, NS-NS

8. Continue per-event NR follow-up as needed: Improve the accuracy of observational statements and/or
test systematic biases by perfoming dedicated NR simulations in response to detection candidates.

9. Investigate application of new mathematial tools to waveform modelling: Such tools may lead to
the development of models that include more physical effects (e.g. deep learning or gaussian process
regression), or that may significantly speed up existing waveform models (e.g. reduced-order models).

Long term goals (for beyond O3)

1. Precessing IMR-waveform-models for BH with subdominant modes, where all modes are tuned/tested
against precessing NR simulations.

2. Precessing and eccentric IMR waveform-models

3. Accurate NS-BH and BH-BH waveform models for precessing systems including EoS effects and sub-
dominant modes

4. Develop aligned spin BH-NS waveform models that include merger/disruption of the NS.

5. Waveform-models for hyperbolic encounters

3.4 CBC offline search R&D

Perform offline searches; develop and tune offline pipelines; generate template banks; assess offline data
quality.

See text in next subsection, which discusses both offline and online search R&D.
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3.5 CBC online search R&D

Develop, maintain, and staff online searches, including sky-localization, low-latency GRB searches, and
CBC-specific R&D for online analysis within the EM-Followup effort.

Motivation and methods

The online and offline search technical development groups work to develop sensitive and computation-
ally efficient pipelines to identify compact binary merger signals in strain data, and manage the generation of
search results via running the pipelines on LIGO-Virgo data. These pipelines operate in “all-sky” mode, i.e.
searching all available data after non-analyzable times have been identified and removed, as distinct from
“externally triggered” searches such as GRB. Online searches are designed to perform matched filtering and
consistency checks within simtens of seconds of the data being available, in order to enable sky localization
and rapid EM follow-up of candidate events. They can also provide single-detector triggers for checking
data quality and identifying issues in detector operation with rapid turnover. Offline searches run with a
latency of order a few weeks on a stable and carefully selected data set, to provide reproducible results for
publication with precise evaluation of the significance of candidate events and the sensitivity of the search
to a population of realistic binary merger signals.

Short term goals

1. Results for broad parameter space CBC search in O2 data: The current standard search space en-
compasses BNS, NSBH, BBH and IMBHB sources with a range of non-precessing component spins.
Maintaining and running existing pipelines to produce a list of candidates with significance derived
from background estimates and evaluate the sensitivity of the search to simulated signals (injections)
over the full space, including precessing spins and higher-mode/NR signals as appropriate given avail-
ability of waveforms.

2. Single-detector/Multi-detector searches: Virgo is about to join the O2 run and engineering runs are
underway to test and validate online pipelines with 3-detector running. Depending on the development
of Virgo sensitivity offline runs may also be Given the likelihood that some signals will occur in single-
detector time the development and optimization of a search over such time is motivated. As a medium
term goal methods to optimally search heterogeneous data (i.e. with different networks at different
times) are required.

3. Source-dependent results for rate calculations: To infer the rates of sources which inhabit only a
subset of the broad CBC search space (e.g. BNS, NSBH) it is desirable to produce results which
are weighted or otherwise restricted to promote events originating from specific source types and
downrank/exclude others. Timescale to implement is end of O2, intersects with Rates/Pop. work.

4. Optimization of computing cost and search sensitivity: Construction of template banks to cover the
very broad parameter space from BNS to IMBHB may be further streamlined and it is likely that
more effective methods of signal-background discrimination can be developed with further study,
particularly for the IMBHB region.

Long term goals

1. Precessing and higher mode template searches:

2. BNS with nonlinear tides:
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3. Coherent all-sky search with 3 or more detectors:

3.6 Binary coalescence rates and population R&D

Provides the means to estimate the astrophysical rate of various classes of compact binary coalescences,
and to estimate their mass and spin distributions.

Motivation and methods

The charge of the Rates and Population subgroup is to measure and maintain a set of population based
event rates for compact binary mergers with gravitational-wave observations. At the top level, this is encap-
sulated in the posterior on the event rate per unit space-time volume per category. With an ad-hoc division
of four event categories, only one category (binary black hole (BBH)) is currently measured with a non-zero
rate. The other three, binary neutron star (BNS), neutron star black hole binary (NSBH), and intermediate
mass binary black hole (IMBBH) all have event rate densities which are upper limits. Current develop-
ments revolve around refinements to rate measurement technology (e.g. hierarchical population inference,
parameterized property dependent rate models), refined assessments of the astrophysical significance of
event candidates, and improved integration of these techniques with existing searches. Beyond these goals,
we also expect that collection of more events will allow us to develop a picture of the properties of the
population, e.g. their formation channels and properties in aggregate. It is expected that the infrastructure
developed in the context of BBH is flexible enough to encompass more event categories as they are discov-
ered. In addition to the interface with Compact Binary Coalescence (CBC) searches, we also expect work
here to influence both the structure and data products exposed in the catalog of compact binaries.

Short term goals

1. Source-dependent template weighting methods to evaluate CBC rates: (end of O2) To enable rate
estimates over different categories of binary mergers (e.g. BNS vs NSBH vs BBH), the current FGMC
based hierarchical foregroun/background model must be expanded to allow for several categories of
foreground. The gstlal ranking statistic will be leveraged to implement “mass weighting”, that is, to
asses the relative probability of an event belonging to any one category of merger. The pycbc search
will also generate a set of restricted template ranges to provide the basis for rate limits on each source
categorization.

2. Rapid source classification and p-astro calculation of low-latency triggers: (post O2) Consuming
the outputs of low latency CBC searches to calculate the astrophysical significance of each event
candidate as it is produced. This will interface with the LVAlert and gracedb event brokers.

3. Automated rate calculation within pycbc (end O2) Formalize and standardize injection sets and use
the existing pycbc workflow to automate the generation of rate statements within pycbc. Explore how
to reuse the results of injection campaigns to most effectively cover the parameter space.

4. Mixture model for signal and noise populations (end 2017) Develop a mixture model analysis that
can simultaneously infer the population and rate of both foreground (astrophysical) and background
(noise) events. This will allow for distinguishing terrestrial noise events without biasing our inferences
by assuming signals to be real.

5. Empirical distributions — Binned mass distributions: (ongoing) Investigate the component mass dis-
tribution using a regularized Gaussian process fit to a binned mass distribution. This expands on the
current single-parameter power law primary mass hierarhhical inference.
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6. Empirical distributions II — GMMs and MCMCs for mass and spin distributions: (end O2) Determine
parameter dependent event rates using both parameteric and nonparametric methods. Planned for low
latency operation.

7. Hierarchical inference engine with the rapid_pe toolkit (end O2) The rapid_pe pipeline al-
lows for non-Markovian evaluation of the GW event likelihood function. This is specially suited to
hierarchical inference since it avoids some of the complications of priors required to evaluate the
hierarchical likelihood.

8. Evaluation of mass and spin distributions by the use of phenomenological and/or parameterized mod-
els (post O2) Develop phenomenological and/or parameterized models to fit observational data, and
simultaneously derive the rates.

9. Redshift Evolution of Rates and Mass Distributions (post O2) Current publications implicitly assume
flat distribution of rates with respect to redshift. This project will develop out the infrastructure needed
to infer rate and mass spectrum dependence on redshift.

10. Population Synthesis Model Selection (end O2) Fuse real and synthetic data to perform model selec-
tion with binary evolution.

11. Distinguishing Formation Scenarios Using Spins (ongoing) Applying the results of spin measure-
ments from GW observations to distinguish BBH fornation scenarios.

Long term goals

1. Rates and Pop. Toolkit Development (ongoing) Develop a set of search-independent and fleixible tools
to facilitate population rates and inference. https://git.ligo.org/RatesAndPopulations/
lvc-rates-and-pop/

3.7 Catalog of compact binaries

Produce a catalog of compact binary coalescence candidate signals along with parameter estimates and
rate estimates. The catalog would include a binary merger found by a burst search, with template-based
parameter estimation.

Motivation and goals

Stellar-mass BBHs were directly measured by Advanced LIGO to merge with a rate of approximately
9 Gpc−3yr−1 to 240 Gpc−3yr−1 [?]. Advanced LIGO established two confirmed binary black hole detec-
tions, GW150914 and GW151226 and a strong third candidate LVT151012 [?] , with an overall range of
masses ∼ 7 M� to 36 M�. From these observations, the mass distribution of black holes in binary sys-
tems was estimated to be a power law with the primary mass m1 distribution p(m) ∝ m−2.5

1 [?], although
the power law index is still very uncertain with so few observations. To date, spins have been difficult to
constrain from gravitational waves, but are consistent with small effective spins.

The detection in O2 of the black hole binary coalescence GW170104 has allowed us to further expand
our catalog of sources. While the masses involved (31 and 20 M�) are similar to GW150914, this sources
was the most distant detected by Advanced LIGO at a redshift of z ∼ 0.2. The inclusion of this source
allows us to update the merger rate estimate to approximately 12 Gpc−3yr−1 to 213 Gpc−3yr−1, and the
power law for the primary mass distribution to p(m) ∝ m−2.3

1 [?]
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The binary massess detected through gravitational wave observations are larger than those of black hole
candidates identified by X-ray observations, which yield BH masses 5 ≤ M•/M� ≤ 20, confirmed with
dynamical mass measurements for 16 BHs. An apparent lack of BH masses in the range 3 M� to 5 M�
(the “mass gap”) [?, ?, ?] has been ascribed to the supernova explosion mechanism [?, ?]. Further BBH
observations with advanced GW detectors will begin to give us a clearer picture of the mass distribution
of coalescing BBHs, allowing comparisons to be made with Galactic BH distributions and probing the
existence of a mass gap. Population synthesis based on recent stellar wind models allows for isolated black
hole masses up to ∼ 80 M� [?, ?]. Common envelope binary evolution [?] may reduce the maximum
expected component mass and total mass to . 100 M� [?], however stellar BH with mass above 100 M�
are conceivable [?], overlapping the range associated with intermediate mass black holes (IMBHs) formed
by repeated mergers.

X-ray observations of accreting black holes indicate a fairly uniform distribution of spins over the entire
range allowed by general relativity, 0 ≤ S/m2 ≤ 1 [?, ?, ?, ?, ?, ?, ?]; both low (∼0.1) [?] and high (>
0.85) values [?] are represented. The microquasar XTE J1550-564 [?] and population synthesis models [?]
indicate small spin-orbit misalignment in field binaries. For massive field binary progenitors, the common
envelope phase and mass transfer [?] are expected to cause strong correlations between spins and masses of
the two BHs in field binaries [?]. However, no such correlations are expected for dynamically formed BBH.

Population synthesis models constrained by radio observations of double neutron star (NS) systems
in the Milky Way, provide an indirect estimate of the GW-driven BNS merger rate of 10 Gpc−3yr−1 to
10 000 Gpc−3yr−1. While no BNS systems were detected during the O1 science run, we were able to put
an upper limit on the merger rate for these systems of < 12 600 Gpc−3yr−1 [?]. The detection or non-
detection of BNS systems in O2 and future observing runs will allow us to constrain the models of the BNS
rate.

The masses of known NSs are reported to be in the range 0.7 M� to 2.7 M� with a mean mass of ∼
1.4 M� [?], though the lower value, 0.7 M�, comes from an imprecise measurement of a single system that
is also consistent with a higher mass. NSs in BNS systems have a more narrow observed mass distribution
of (1.35± 0.13) M� [?]. Theoretical models support the production of a population of NSs formed in
binaries through electron-capture collapse of O-Ne-Mg cores, and predict masses which are consistent with
these observations [?, ?]. Lower mass Fe cores are predicted to lead to NSs with masses almost as low as
1 M� [?].

Current astrophysical understanding indicates that the older NS in a binary system can be spun up
through mass-transfer from its companion, which can increase the spindown timescale. However, this pro-
cess is not completely understood, and it is not clear how efficient the spin-up process can be. The observed
dimensionless spins (J/m2) for NSs in BNS systems (e.g., J0737-3039) are ≤ 0.04 [?], however the fastest
known NS spin is 0.4 [?].

NSs contain the highest densities of matter in the observable universe. The internal structure of NSs is
constrained by nuclear experiments and astrophysical mass-radius measurements, which help to constrain
the possible equation of state (EOS) of nuclear matter [?]. As binary NSs coalesce, the EOS will determine
both tidal interactions during late inspiral and matter effects during merger. These effects are encoded in the
gravitational waveform [?]. In cases where an electromagnetic (EM) counterpart can be identified, further
information can be used to understand the physics of the merger [?, ?]. There are several plausible EM
counterparts to BNS mergers [?].

Neutron star - black hole binary systems are thought to be efficiently formed in one of two ways: ei-
ther through the stellar evolution of field binaries or through dynamical capture of a neutron star by a
black hole [?, ?, ?, ?]. Though no NSBHs systems are known to exist, one likely progenitor has been ob-
served [?]. Rates for the coalescence of NSBH systems are not well known, however a “realistic” estimate
from population synthesis of field binaries is given as 30 Gpc−3yr−1 [?]. A “pessimistic” estimate is given
as 0.6 Gpc−3yr−1 and an “optimistic” estimate as 1000 Gpc−3yr−1 [?]. These yield observation rates for
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Advanced LIGO and Advanced Virgo of 0.2 - 300 yr−1.
The mass distribution of NSBH systems is not well constrained. However, it is possible to place esti-

mates on the mass and spin ranges by using the properties of neutron stars and black holes observed in other
systems, such as the NS and BH systems described above. The microquasar XTE J1550-564 [?] and pop-
ulation synthesis models [?] indicate small spin-orbit misalignment in field binaries. Dynamically formed
NSBH systems, in contrast, are expected to have no correlation between the spins and the orbit.

Fully general-relativistic numerical simulations of NSBH systems have been performed (for e.g. [?, ?,
?, ?, ?, ?]) and show that certain combinations of mass, spin, and NS equation of state (EOS) parameters
can cause the neutron star to tidally disrupt before coalescence. These systems could power the central
engines of short gamma ray bursts (GRBs) or produce other types of prompt or delayed electromagnetic
(EM) counterparts [?].

Major aspects and methods for this activity

In the O2 observing run we expect to detect around ten compact binaries. Providing a comprehensive
summary of the detected systems will be one of the main publication goals of the CBC group. To this end,
we will catalogue our detections made during O2 and release a detailed description of all detected systems,
covering their detection and physical parameters, inferred using the best available waveform models.

In O2 we will conduct a deep search for compact objects from 1M� to a maximum mass dictated
by the instrument sensitivity (likely not to exceed ∼ 1000M�). For detection, spins aligned with the
orbital angular momentum will be considered. For components below 2M�, spin magnitudes up to 0.04
will be searched for. Otherwise, up to maximal spins of 1 will be considered. For parameter estimation,
waveform models that capture the most complete dynamics available of any binary system will be used. Two
independent search codes, pycbc and gstlal, will be run on the data. In O1 we conducted a joint search with
the burst group for IMBH systems separately from BNS, NSBH and stellar mass BBH. In O2 we will include
binary black holes detected by burst pipelines in the catalogue alongside those detected with modeled CBC
pipelines.

For each event, both clear and marginal detections, we will provide estimates of the physical param-
eters of the source using the best available waveform models, and provide an estimate of the systematic
error through comparing parameter estimation using different waveform families or through comparison
to numerical relativity simulations. This information is an input to the study of astrophysical rates and
distributions.

The published results from this project should represent the best available information on the detected
sources during O2, using final vesions of data quality and calibration. In coordination with the LIGO Open
Science Center we will produce an electronic data release to go alongside the publication.

O2 deliverables

1. A publication detailing significant signals detected during O2. These will include

• clear detections,
• marginal events which cannot be invalidated through data quality or other means,
• and may also include single-detector events which have significant probability of being true

signals.

2. Parameter estimates for each event, including an eventual electronic data release

3. Probability of astrophysical origin for each event

4. Estimates of the gravitational waveform for each event, including in electronic format
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3.8 Astrophysical distribution of compact binaries

Determine the astrophysical mass and spin distributions of BBHs, and rate estimates.

Motivation and goals

The detection of GW150914 and GW151226 firmly established the existence of stellar-mass binary
black holes (BBH), with a coalescence rate of 12-213 Gpc−3 yr−1, high enough to make them a primary
source for future observing runs. In the O2 run we have collected an additional event (GW170104) and
expect a few additional such events (excluding sub-threshold “LVT” designated candidates), depending on
detector performance, duty cycle and the actual rate of BBHs. Binary black holes can be produced by
several astrophysical formation channels including isolated binary evolution and dynamical formation in
dense stellar environments. The direct observation of BBHs using GWs allows us to measure the mass and
spin of individual systems. Combining these individual detections into a statement about the population
requires knowledge of the selection function of the GW detectors, searches and parameter estimates. The
resulting knowledge of the astrophysical population can be used to improve models of binary evolution and
their natal environments.

The collaboration has published the results of a hierarchical analysis which infers the exponent of a
power law governing the distribution of the primary mass of BBH systems. While this may be an incomplete
description of a more complicated distribution, the current bound of α = −2.35 is useful in ruling out
models with flatter or steeper distributions in mass. It has been demonstrated that more confident detections
are needed to place more detailed constraints on the distribution of binary physical parameters, such as the
spin magnitude and orientation of the component objects. However, as additional detections are collected,
this information can be used to measure relative contributions from different formation channels as well
as measure finer details about the models that represent the formation channels. This has immeasurable
value to the astrophysics community, since those models can often have many free parameters which are not
constrained well by other observations.

O2 deliverables

1. A catalogue of detected events in coordination with the Catalogue project

2. Astrophysical event rates

(a) Up to date compact binary event rate estimates including all feasible sources of uncertainty and,
if possible and mature, dN

dV dM .

(b) Constraints on BNS and NSBH rates in lieu of detection.

3. Astrophysical mass distribution of coalescing binary black holes in the form of constraints on a power
law governing the distribution of the primary mass of binary black hole mergers.

4. Astrophysical spin distribution of coalescing binary black holes

5. Data release of BBH population

3.9 Analyses testing General Relativity

Subject GR to a battery of tests based on observed CBC signals, ranging from tests of strong field
dynamics to tests of the nature of gravitational waves.
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Motivation and goals

LIGO’s first crop of binary black hole mergers – GW150914, GW151226 and GW170104 – allowed us,
for the first time, to test the predictions of general relativity in the highly relativistic, strong-field regime.
GW150914 was the most massive binary among all LIGO events, and while we saw the end of the inspiral,
most of the information came from the merger-ringdown. Using this event we set limits on the deviation
from the post-Newtonian (PN) description of the inspiral phase, and from the the phenomenological GR
model of the merger-ringdown. In addition, the GW150914 analysis established that the final remnant’s
mass and spin, as determined from the low-frequency (inspiral) and high-frequency (post-inspiral) phases
of the signal, are mutually consistent. Furthermore, the data following the peak are consistent with the least-
damped quasi-normal mode of the remnant black hole. This event also allowed us to constrain the mass of
the graviton [?].

Most of these constraints were further improved by combining the GW150914 results with GW151226 [?]
and GW170104 [?]. In addition, GW170104 allowed us to put bounds on a more general dispersion rela-
tion for GWs. In O3 and the remaining period of O2, we expect new detections of BBHs, and anticipate
detections of BNS and BHNS systems, which will further tighten the existing constraints. Due to the lack
of waveform models arising from alternative theories of gravity, in the near future our phenomenological
tests will continue to follow the “top-down" methodology which will allow us to detect deviations from GR,
but not necessarily to identify the underlying alternative theory. Below we list the priority science results
anticipated from GW observations in O2 and O3 observing runs.

O2 deliverables

1. Constraining deviations from GR during the PN inspiral phase: Lower mass BBH, as well as BNS
and BHNS sources, will have longer inspiral phases. Combining posteriors from multiple events in
O2 should allow us to progressively strengthen the constraints on deviations from PN theory.

2. Constraining deviations from GR during the merger-ringdown phase: More massive binaries should
produce most of the detectable SNR in the merger-ringdown phase. By using improved IMR and EOB
waveforms, we should be able to place tighter constraints on the phenomenological parameters that
govern the merger-ringdown.

3. Consistency between the inspiral, merger and ringdown: A consistency test between the mass and
spin of the remnant black hole estimated from the inspiral and post-inspiral parts of massive BBHs
will allow us to detect certain departures from GR. Combining posteriors from multiple inspiral-
merger-ringdown events should allow us to strengthen these constraints.

4. Bound on the mass of the graviton and constraining Lorentz violation: A further constraint on the
graviton mass from the increased number of events and constraints on generic Lorentz violations, by
considering modified dispersion relations for propagating GWs.

5. Dipole radiation: With signals that provide a long inspiral phase, we should be able to conduct a
phenomenological test for dipole radiation. If dipole radiation exists, its effects would be visible at
the -1PN order in the phase and frequency of the waveforms. An ideal source for testing for dipole
radiation will be the inspiral phase of a BNS.

6. Study of waveform systematics: By combining results from multiple events, we will be able to put
more precise constraints on various deviations from GR. We anticipate that various systematic errors
in the waveform models to dominate our results at some point. Thus, characterizing the effect of
waveform systematics on various tests of GR is a high priority task. Preliminary investigations will
be carried out by the end of O2. A systematic exploration is targeted in O3.
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3.10 Characterizing exceptional CBC events

Prepare / write a paper to discuss in detail any compact binary coalescence that is deemed to be of
particular relevance and meriting its own publication. This complements the catalog concept. (This paper
could include Burst content if found by a burst search.)

Motivation and goals

In future observing runs, we expect to detect a broad range of compact object merger scenarios. Many
of these will be exceptional events, e.g., the first confirmed neutron star binary, systems with definitive spin
precession, etc. Such systems will warrant specific attention to be determined only once confirmed.

Some examples of exceptional events would be one that yields:

• the first detection of a binary neutron star, neutron star + black hole binary, or an intermediate-mass
black-hole binary;

• measurement of the highest/lowest neutron star mass, or the highest stellar-mass black hole mass;

• clear statement on neutron star equation of state;

• clear evidence of a black hole in a predicted mass gap;

• clear evidence of unequal mass ratio;

• clear evidence of spin-induced precession;

• measurement of a high-spin system;

• measurement of black hole quasi-normal modes;

• measurement of higher-order gravitational wave emission modes;

• clear evidence of orbital eccentricity;

• a multi-messenger counterpart (externally-triggered or in electromagnetic/neutrino follow-up searches);

• measurement of the Hubble constant;

• clear evidence of deviation from general relativity;

• clear indication of a particular formation channel.

Expected products and/or outcomes

A detailed analysis of exceptional events with parameter estimation and astrophysical interpretation.
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4 CW Group Activity Plans

4.1 Targeted searches for known isolated and binary pulsars

Rapidly spinning neutron stars in our galaxy may emit gravitational waves if they are not perfectly
symmetric about their spin axis. They are the most promising sources of continuous-wave gravitational
signals in the LIGO and Virgo frequency band. Their quadrupole deviation from such axisymmetry is
usually characterized by a parameter called the ellipticity of the neutron star which, for example, might be
as large as 10−6 for a broad, 1-cm-high bulge across the surface of the 20-km-diameter star.

Searches have been carried out for continuous gravitational wave signals from 200 known pulsars using
data from the LIGO and Virgo gravitational wave detectors [Abbott et al., Ap. J, 839, 2017]. No signals
have been detected from these stars, but upper limits on their ellipticities have been obtained reaching as
low as 10−8.

Motivation and goals

Our searches target a subset of sources for which pulsations are observed in radio, X-ray, or other elec-
tromagnetic radiation bands. Pulsar timing through electromagnetic observations can tell us precise sky
positions, frequencies, frequency evolution, and binary orbital parameters (if applicable) of these objects, so
that targeted analyses need search only a small parameter space (sometimes only a single phase template)
and are not computationally limited. Electromagnetic observations also set an upper limit on the gravita-
tional wave strain we could see from a known pulsar, by assuming that all of its observed spindown is due to
gravitational wave emission (see, e.g., Equation 5 of [Aasi et al., Ap. J., 785, 2014]). Analysis of data from
Advanced LIGO’s first observing run (O1) has surpassed this upper limit for eight pulsars, with another 32
within only a factor of ten of their spindown limits [Abbott et al., Ap. J, 839, 2017].

The search mentioned above assumed gravitational wave emission from a triaxial neutron star, with the
electromagnetic and gravitational wave components rotating as one unit. This would lead to gravitational
wave emission at twice the rotation frequency (2f ) of the star. Detecting such emission would represent
the first ever measurement of the difference between the two (equatorial) components of the inertia tensor.
This would provide important information on the strength and strain profile of the solid phase of the star
(the crust, or possibly a solid core) and/or information on the nature of the internal magnetic field. Emission
from other mechanisms is possible and can lead, for example, to a signal at a star’s rotation frequency, f
[Jones, MNRAS, 402, 2010]. Detecting signals at either f , or both f and 2f , would give further insight into
the coupling between the crust and core of a neutron star, however such searches have not extensively been
performed.

Methods and major aspects of this activity

The principal work will be the analysis of data from Advanced LIGO’s second observing run (O2) to
search for continuous gravitational wave signals fromO(200) known pulsars under the assumption that their
gravitational wave phase evolution is tightly linked to their rotation. This will initially require coordination
with a range of electromagnetic pulsar astronomers to obtain rotational phase models of pulsars for which
there are observations overlapping with O2. If coherent phase models are available spanning both O1 and
O2, then data from both runs will be coherently combined, otherwise an incoherent combination of inde-
pendent O1 and O2 searches will be performed. These searches will produce probability distributions for
each pulsar’s gravitational wave emission amplitude, h0, and orientation (inclination to the line-of-sight,
polarization angle, and initial phase). In the absence of significant evidence for signals the probability dis-
tributions on h0 will be used to set upper limits, and equivalent limits on the neutron star mass quadrupole
moment and fiducial ellipticity will be derived.
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The search will use three existing, and very mature, analysis pipelines: the Time domain Bayesian
Pipeline, the 5-vector method, and the Time domain F/G-statistic method (see, e.g., [Aasi et al., Ap. J.,
785, 2014]). These pipelines will require very little additional development when performing searches for
gravitational wave signals closely locked to twice the stars’ rotational frequencies. All three pipelines will be
used for several,O(10), high-value targets for which the spin-down limit has, or could nearly be, surpassed.
The rest of sources will be searched for with the Time domain Bayesian Pipeline.

In addition to the search for signals at twice the rotational frequency, the O2 analysis will also include
searches at the rotational frequency. Previous LVC analyses have not targeted f , although the pipelines
can all be adapted for this through minor adjustments to their standard 2f searches. Reviews of these
differences will be required, but otherwise the search will be entirely in parallel with the 2f search. The
Time domain Bayesian Pipeline will use Bayesian model selection to determine the preference for signals at
either frequency, both frequencies, or neither.

Methods are being developed to use the posterior distributions of gravitational wave amplitude, com-
bined with knowledge of pulsar distances (and their uncertainties), to infer the underlying population dis-
tribution of pulsar ellipticities. This will use a hierarchical Bayesian method very similar to that used to
infer mass and spin population distributions for the observed black-hole binary mergers (see Appendix D of
[Abbott et al., PRX, 6, 041015, 2016]). This could be applied post-hoc to O1 data, and incorporated into O2
and O3 analyses. This work, and an extension of the 5-vector method, are being developed as a method to
detect an ensemble of pulsar signals when no individual sources give rise to a significant detection.

The all-sky and directed continuous gravitational wave searches (see, e.g., Sections 4.7, 4.5, and 4.3)
will produce a selection of signal candidates. Investigations will proceed in applying the targeted pulsar
search pipelines to such candidate signals in a systematic way. This will include producing background
distributions on the Bayesian odds (comparing the signal hypothesis to a noise and/or incoherent signal
hypothesis) that reflect real instrumental noise, and can be compared to the true odds values. One method
to achieve this is “de-sourcing”, namely producing a background distribution by assuming random sky
locations at the inference stage; this would quickly uncorrelated any astrophysical signals, given the long
observation times, but would preserve non-Gaussian noise features.

By monitoring the simulated continuous gravitational wave hardware injections the known pulsar search
has proved very useful in checking the amplitude and phase calibration of the LIGO detectors over previous
science runs. This will continue to the end of O2 and will again be used during any engineering runs leading
up to O3.

Expected products and/or outcomes

The main product will be a single O2 (or combined O1 and O2) paper describing the search for gravi-
tational waves from O(200) at both f and 2f . As described above, this will make use of mature pipelines
that require little additional review. Provided electromagnetic pulsar observations are able to be gathered
on a 3-6 month timescale, and no significant signal is observed, then a search paper could be submitted by
mid-Spring 2018. The target journal would be The Astrophysical Journal with the novel aspect of the paper
being the new search at f . If significant signals are observed their will be a concerted effort to ensure that
they are astrophysical in origin, which could delay a paper by several months. If the signals prove to be
real they will most likely still be published with the full set of results, although will be very prominently
highlighted. If they do not turn out to meet our detection claim requirements they will be published as upper
limits.

A methods paper describing the ellipticity population distribution estimation is expected by late 2017.
Depending on successful review of the method the aim would be to apply it to O2 and either include it in
the main O2 results paper, or produce a stand-alone collaboration paper by mid-2018.
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4.2 Search for non-tensorial continuous GWs from known pulsars

Traditional searches for continuous waves targeted at known pulsars assume that sources emit the tenso-
rial plus and cross gravitational-wave polarizations predicted by the general theory of relativity in accordance
with the triaxial-source emission mechanism. However, it is conceivable that, due to a departure from gen-
eral relativity, neutron stars may generate scalar and vector polarizations, on top or instead of tensor ones. If
so, power in those extra modes would have been largely missed by standard targeted searches. In contrast,
the search for non-tensorial continuous signals from known pulsars is capable of detecting and classifying
those alternative modes in a theory-independent way [Isi et al. 2017].

Motivation and goals

Generic metric theories of gravity may support up to six gravitational polarizations: two scalar modes
(breathing and longitudinal), two vector modes (x and y) and two tensor modes (plus and cross). Because
general relativity makes the unambiguous prediction that only the two tensor modes may exist, the presence
of any of the tensorial modes, no matter how weak, would be fatal for the theory. Although it is not possible
to use the current LIGO-Virgo network to carry out this important test of general relativity with transient
signals, this can be done with long-lived continuous waves.

The search for non-tensorial continuous waves from known pulsars expands the time-domain Bayesian
targeted analysis to be sensitive to signals of any polarization content at a given frequency (usually twice the
rotational frequency of the source), without assuming any specific theory of gravity or emission mechanism.
Once a signal is detected, rigorous Bayesian methods will allow us to determine whether there is evidence
of a departure from general relativity. We can also measure or place upper-limits on the values of the strain
amplitudes of the non-tensorial polarizations, which can be turned into constraints of alternative theories of
gravity. These would be the first ever direct observational statements about the nature of gravitational-wave
polarizations.

Major aspects and methods for this activity

Since development of this pipeline is basically complete and the code has been reviewed, the focus of
this activity will be to analyze O2 data for the same pulsars targeted by the regular targeted search (Section
4.1). O1 and O2 data will be analyzed jointly whenever coherent timing solutions exist for both runs, and
will otherwise be combined incoherently using Bayes factors. The analysis will also be expanded to search
for GW signals at the rotational frequency of the source, and to support gravitational wave speeds different
from that of light; this will require minimal changes to the code. As we have done in the past, we will also
follow up on any signal candidates found by other pipelines.

Expected products and/or outcomes

Results from the search of O1 data for signals from O(200) pulsars at twice the source rotational fre-
quency have been reviewed and will be published in the next few months. The analysis of O2 data at once
and twice the rotational frequency will be presented in another paper to be released in the same timescale as
the O2 standard targeted search paper (Section 4.1).

4.3 Narrowband searches for GWs from known and poorly known isolated pulsars

In the case of a neutron star with a mass quadrupole rotating about one of its principal axes of inertia,
the signal frequency is twice the star rotation frequency. In the case of a spinning neutron star with an
active r-mode (long-lived fluid oscillation), however, the signal frequency is roughly 4/3 the stellar rotation
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frequency, depending on the star’s mass and equation of state. If the phase evolution of the NS can be
accurately computed, i.e. if the source parameters are known with high accuracy e.g. from electromagnetic
observations, data analysis techniques based on matched filtering can be used. Looking for continuous
gravitational waves using electromagnetic-based templates means that the electromagnetic and gravitational
signals are assumed to be phase-locked. This assumption, if not true, can prevent a possible detection.

Motivation and goals

Narrow-band mass quadrupole searches are an extension of targeted searches, see 4.1, in which the
position of the source is assumed to be accurately known while the rotational parameters are slightly uncer-
tain (Aasi et al. PRD 91, 022004, 2015). This type of search can still be based on matched filtering but,
of course, is computationally heavier with respect to targeted searches. In general, narrow-band searches
allow one to take into account a possible mismatch between the gravitational wave rotational parameters
and those inferred from electromagnetic observations. For instance, the gravitational wave could be emitted
by the core of the neutron star which may have a slightly different rotational frequency with respect to the
magnetosphere.

Narrow-band r-mode searches are also extensions of targeted searches, searching a somewhat less nar-
row band of order 10% of the pulsar rotation frequency to allow for the uncertainty of the r-mode frequency
(Idrisy et al., PRD 91, 024001, 2015) due to the star’s mass (which is not known for these pulsars) and the
equation of state (which is not known in general).

Major aspects and methods for this activity

The narrow-band mass quadrupole search is performed using a pipeline based on the 5-vector method
(used since a long time for targeted searches, see sec. 4.1) and, in particular, its latest implementation,
fully described in (Mastrogiovanni et al. CQG 34, 135007, 2017). The basic idea is that of exploring a
range of frequency and spin-down values around the electromagnetic-derived values by properly applying
barycentric and spin-down corrections to the data in such a way that a signal would appear as monochromatic
apart from the sidereal modulation. Of the order of 107 points in the parameter space are typically explored
in a narrow-band search. The most interesting candidates are further analyzed in a follow-up stage.

In the past, a narrow-band quadrupole search has been done for Crab and Vela pulsars (Aasi et al.
PRD 91, 022004, 2015). More recently, using Advanced LIGO O1 data (paper in preaparation), we have
searched for continuous gravitational waves in a narrow-band region for 11 known pulsars. No evidence
for true signals has been found so we have computed upper limits on the signal strain, finding for 8 pulsars
values below the spin-down limit. In particular, for the Crab and Vela pulsars the upper limits significantly
improve with respect to past analyses.

The r-mode narrowband search is based on the F-statistic, searching over a band of frequencies as
described above, with the frequency derivatives determined by the ratio of r-mode frequency to stellar
rotation frequency. Hence the code pipeline is a simple adaptation of that used for most directed searches of
supernova remnants and other non-pulsing pointlike sources described in Section 4.4.

Expected products and/or outcomes

As done for O1, we will apply the 5-vector narrow-band search pipeline to the entire O2 data set search-
ing for the same targets already considered in O1 (and, possibly, to other potentially interesting known
pulsars). Due to the detector sensitivity improvement and to the longer run duration, we expect an improve-
ment in the overall search sensitivity, which could allow us to beat the spin-down limit for 2-3 more pulsars.
In case of no detection an observational paper describing the O2 narrow-band search will be ready in early
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spring 2018 and submitted to PRD. Otherwise, more time could be needed to make deeper analyses in order
to confirm a possible detection.

In the next year we will publish a search of all the O1 data for r-modes from the Crab pulsar. It should
beat the spin-down limit slightly, although not enough to account for the braking index (information from
the first and second frequency derivatives) of the pulsar which already indicates that r-modes are responsible
for at most a small fraction of the spin-down. This will serve as a prototype for future searches of the Crab
and other pulsars young enough to still be emitting via r-modes.

4.4 Directed search for GWs from supernova remnants and interesting point sources

Motivation and goals

Young neutron stars may be the strongest isolated radiators of gravitational waves. Supernova kicks
indicate that neutron stars are born with some asymmetry, and spin-downs of young pulsars are generally
more rapid than those of old pulsars—allowing for more gravitational wave emission as a possible part of
that spin-down. Mountains may settle on long timescales with no plate tectonics to revive them, and r-modes
(long-lived fluid oscillations) eventually succumb to viscosity as the star cools.

Many of the youngest neutron stars in the galaxy are known not as pulsars, but as non-pulsing x-ray point
sources embedded in young supernova remnants, such as the current record holder Cas A at only 300 years
old. Extremely young extragalactic sources without an associated electromagnetic point source, e.g., SNR
1987A, also merit consideration. Some young supernova remnants and pulsar wind nebulae without pulsars
are small enough to search with a single sky position. The goal here is to use the sky locations provided by
non-pulsing electromagnetic markers of likely young neutron stars (such as supernova remnants) to perform
point searches at greater sensitivity than the all-sky surveys, though not quite at the same sensitivity as
searches for known pulsars.

Major aspects and methods for this activity

For these targets the sky direction is known but there is not even an approximate timing solution, so
the searches cover wide bands of frequency (hundreds of Hz) and frequency derivatives. The parameter
space is still small enough compared to all-sky surveys that time spans of order one to several weeks can
be coherently integrated; and semi-coherent techniques can integrate longer time spans. Most previous
searches have been based on existing implementations of the F-statistic code used in many LSC and Virgo
searches. Further work is needed on improving this and on integrating the faster resampling algorithm and
semi-coherent methods, used so far in only one LSC-Virgo publication each.

The CW group plans to perform a directed search for long transient ( days-weeks) r-mode signals based
on their exact waveforms. Such a type of a search has never been done, and is very valuable because a
constrain on the r-mode saturation amplitude can provide a lot of information about the equation of state of
a neutron star. A machine learning algorithm (MLA) is being developed to this purpose (see Sec. 4.9). The
algorithm relies heavily on existing machinery from CW groups, and will be used to analyse the upcoming
advanced detector data.

Expected products and/or outcomes

In the next year we will publish at least one results paper on point sources, mostly supernova remnants,
searching O1 data. Approximately twenty targets are feasible, meaning that we can achieve sensitivities
enough to potentially detect a signal given an analog of the spin-down limit for known pulsars, and not
spend too much computing power in doing so. If there is a detection the information will be used outside
the LSC and Virgo to hunt for a radio or x-ray pulsar, and comparison between any pulsar frequency and
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the gravitational wave frequency will be used to constrain the neutron star equation of state. If there is no
detection the upper limits will not constrain the equation of state.

We will also improve the algorithms and incorporate advances in disparate pipelines, and begin searching
O2 data shortly after the run is complete later this year.

We will run a directed, ’template’ search from supernova remnants within the next couple of years using
MLA, and we will write at least a methodological paper within 2018.

4.5 Directed searches for isolated stars

Motivation and goals

All-sky searches for continuous gravitational waves are computationally limited because of the rapid in-
crease in computational cost with coherence time of the search. Hence there is a tradeoff between searching
the largest sky area with reduced sensitivity, and pushing for sensitivity in a smaller region.

There are regions in the sky that are thought to host high concentrations of the types of objects that
might be emitting detectable continuous gravitational waves. For instance known radio pulsars tend to
cluster along the spiral arms, in globular clusters, and in other star-forming regions. To increase the chances
of discovering a continuous gravitational wave signal we select regions where one can expect a clustering of
neutron star sources in line-of-sight cones determined by the search area and sensitivity reach of the detector.
We refer to these as “spotlight searches”. Examples of regions that we have explored with spotlight searches
are the Galactic Center and the Orion spur.

These interesting regions may also comprise a single point in the sky, being associated to single objects,
like known pulsars and supernova-remnants (see 4.4), or to point-like regions like close globular clusters.

Methods and major aspects of this activity

Potentially all existing all-sky search algorithms can be used to perform spot-light searches. In practice
only the Powerflux pipeline and semi-coherent stack-slide pipeline have been used.

A new directed search pipeline, based on the so called Band-Sample-Data (BSD) collection, is under
development. The BSD data guarantee a more flexible data handling and a computationally fast application
of the barycentric corrections needed in this type of search.

Expected products and/or outcomes

We expect a methodological paper describing the BSD collection to be delivered within 2018.
In O2 we can expect one or two “spotlight papers”. It is hard at this moment to say much more because it

is unclear what searches will make most sense to perform. The trade-offs in a run like O2 that has sensitivity
not better than O1, a longer observation time with respect to O1 but with long interruptions, are not trivial.
The extended interruptions, in particular, extend the spanned observation time, which is very costly for the
computational budget of any search (the grid spacings depend on a high power of the spanned observation
time), without any gain in sensitivity, which depends on the actual amount of data.

4.6 Directed searches for Sco X-1 and other known or suspected binary sources.

Motivation and goals

Accretion in a binary system leads to recycling, in which the neutron star spins up to near-kHz fre-
quencies, and its magnetic field reduces to ∼ 108 G. Directed searches for accreting binaries are a high
priority because (i) the sources are relatively powerful if they are emitting near the indirect (torque balance)
limit, and (ii) a CW detection can be combined with X-ray data to infer important astrophysical information
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about the accretion physics, as well as structure and evolution of the compact object. The central chal-
lenge facing these searches is that the spin frequency f0 and orbital parameters are in general unknown.
Furthermore the spin frequency is likely to wander stochastically in response to the fluctuating torque.
In the torque balance scenario, the gravitational radiation reaction torque balances the accretion torque,
which is proportional to the X-ray flux FX , implying a limit on the characteristic wave strain given by
h0 = 5.5× 10−27(FX/10−8 erg cm−2 s−1)1/2(f0/300 Hz)−1/2, independent of the distance to the source.
Torque balance is one explanation for the observed fact that the spin frequencies of low-mass X-ray binaries
(LMXBs) are systematically lower than accretion theory predicts (cf. ∼ 1.4 kHz).

A CW detection will shed light on several important astrophysical questions: By combining CW and
electromagnetic data, one can tie down the emission mechanism, produce equation-of-state information,
probe the physics of the X-ray emission mechanism, differential rotation between the interior and crust; by
measuring the distance independently, from the sphericity of the CW fronts, one can infer the size of the
stellar deformation, and so on.

Aside from known binary sources, there are also interesting sky locations where a non-accreting binary
source might reside and for which no spin frequency or orbital parameter is known. Examples include
unidentified Fermi gamma-ray sources at high galactic latitude, the cores of nearby globular clusters and
the galactic center region. Although the all-sky binary search covers these cases with some sensitivity,
exploiting the precise localization allows improved sensitivity.

Methods and major aspects of this activity

The CW group is currently involved in developing various analysis pipelines suited to directed searches
for LMXBs. Most of the pipelines operate in the frequency domain on data in the form of Short Fourier
Transforms. The pipelines use largely independent algorithms from a signal processing viewpoint, e.g.
cross-correlation [ B. P. Abbott et al., arXiv:1706.03119], doubly-Fourier transformed data [TwoSpect,
G. D. Meadors et al., PRD 95, 042005 (2017)], hidden Markov models [Viterbi, B. P. Abbott et al.,
arXiv:1704.03719], coherent summation of matched-filter sidebands [Sideband, J. Aasi et al., PRD 91,
062008 (2015)], and a resampling procedure, which is a generalization of the 5-vector method [P. Astone
et al., PRD 82, 022005 (2010)]. A metric-lattice-based StackSlide search code (“Weave”) that is currently
under development will also allow searching over LMXB parameter spaces. Several of the pipelines partic-
ipated formally in the first Scorpius X-1 Mock Data Challenge (MDC), which was performed on simulated
data without instrumental artifacts or spin wandering [C. Messenger et al., PRD 92, 023006 (2015)].

The CW group will devote some efforts to refine the current pipelines, such as (i) including resampling
in the Cross-correlation pipeline, (ii) using a coherent tracking of the orbital phase (Viterbi), (iii) reducing
number of sidebands, (iv) incorporate improvements from noise line mitigation into all pipelines. An on-
going effort is being carried out to speed up the 5-vector resampling method. In targeting interesting sky
locations for which no orbital information is known, a refined version of TwoSpect is under development,
using a new statistic which permits efficient sparse sampling of the parameter space.

Expected products and/or outcomes

The products of the activities outlined above include a paper on the results of a second MDC (including
signals with spin wandering added to instrumental noise from previous runs), at least one O2 search paper,
and methods papers on improvements to the current search methods. Specifically, (i) a paper on using
resampling to speed up the cross-correlation search (and thereby enable longer coherence times), (ii) a paper
on a coherent extension to the Viterbi method, and (iii) a methodological paper describing the generalization
of the resampling 5-vector method. All three improved methods expect to accomplish code review and
analyze observational data within 2018. A paper on astrophysically characterizing the “spin-wandering”
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of Sco X-1 due to fluctuations in the accretion torque is currently being finalized. Furthermore, the CW
group plans also to perform directed searches for the X-ray binaries Scorpius X-1, Cygnus X-3 and PSR
J1751-305. The first two are especially bright in X-rays and in the torque-balance scenario, while there is
evidence in the third object for a sharp X-ray periodicity that may indicate an r-mode oscillation. Other
LMXBs should also be considered once ephemerides are refined. Searches will be carried out for one or
more interesting sky locations for which no orbital parameters are known.

4.7 All-sky search for GWs from isolated compact stars

Motivation and goals

Continuous gravitational waves are expected to be emitted by neutron stars with a non-zero equatorial
ellipticity. Theory shows that ellipticity as high as 10−5 could be sustained by neutron star crusts. However,
there are observed neutron stars with ellipticities of smaller than 10−8 hence it may well be that small
ellipticity values are common.

As our searches struggle to touch ellipticities of 10−7 at the top of the explored frequency range, it is
likely that the first discovered source would have an unusually high ellipticity.

The mechanisms to form high-ellipticity sources are not understood well enough to predict rates of such
an occurrence. While other searches explore regions of potentially high concentrations of neutron stars
(such as globular clusters, galactic center, etc) it makes sense to conduct comprehensive searches of the
entire parameter space so as not to miss an unexpected source nearby.

Major aspects and methods for this activity

There are several pipelines in CW group that have been optimized for different search scenarios, data
quality and analysis speed.

• The Einstein@Home infrastructure is able to utilize computation power donated by volunteers around
the globe. Because of this its computational budget is approximately 10x of other pipeline. This
pipeline will carry out deep searches in somewhat narrower parameter spaces than the other pipelines.

• PowerFlux will be used to carry out broad all-sky searches over entire frequency space with the aim
of producing results within several months to a year of run completion. It is the only pipeline that
performs direct estimation of gravitational wave power.

• FrequencyHough and SkyHough are based on different implementation of the Hough transform algo-
rithm and inherit its resilience to contaminated data. This was particularly useful during O1.

• TimeDomain F-statistic pipeline is based on method with a long coherence time. This makes it re-
silient to many artifacts affecting pipelines with shorter coherence lengths.

All pipelines had to contend with extremely large outlier sets during O1, as well as outliers that were
coherent between interferometers. The knowledge gained from this will be folded into the analysis of O2
data which, so far, appears to be better behaved. Work will continue to further develop effective follow-up
schemes.

All of the pipelines are computationally limited and work continues on algorithm optimizations. A
separate focus is extending upper limit coverage to highly contaminated parameter space in order to produce
comprehensive upper limits through the entire frequency range.

Work also continues on extending coverage to non-standard sources, such a long-period binaries, inter-
mittent sources and others. This is especially important during followup as short-coherence all-sky pipelines
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are sensitive to wider range of sources that are not accessible by present followup methods. Note, however,
that successful discovery of non-standard source places stringent demands on data quality that might not be
available in O2.

Expected products and/or outcomes

The quality of O2 data is impossible to judge until the data collection is complete. This is because
most all-sky pipelines use the entire data set for integration which exposes detector artifacts invisible on a
day-to-day basis.

The larger timebase of O2 and the interruptions present a special challenge as they greatly increase
parameter space compared to the same amount of data obtained in a contiguous chunk.

• Einstein@Home will perform a deep search on O2 data

• PowerFlux will perform an all-sky blind search covering entire frequency range 20-2000 Hz. Some
regions of parameter space might be excluded if the performance is not as good as O1.

• FrequencyHough will use the same pipeline as in O1 to perform an all-sky search.

• SkyHough will perform an all-sky search

• TimeDomain F-statistic will perform a search on most sensitive subset of the data.

Depending on data quality the first paper can be shown to the collaboration with a year of run comple-
tion. Note, however, that this is conditioned on relatively well-behaved data. Presence of artifacts coherent
between detectors (such as happened in O1) can greatly complicate the analysis as it is very difficult to
distinguish such artifacts from true signals.

4.8 All-sky search for GWs from binary compact stars

Motivation and goals

Continuous gravitational wave emission from neutron stars in binary systems are of particular interest
because of the phenomenon of “recycling” in which a companion star accretes matter onto the neutron star,
imparting angular momentum to it and speeding it up. Such accretion is observed, for example, in low
mass X-ray binary systems, such as Scorpius X-1, and most observed millisecond pulsars observed in radio,
X-rays and gamma rays, reside in or once resided in systems where the accretion has stopped, but where
the neutron stars retain a high angular velocity. The fraction of known millisecond pulsars (frot > 100 Hz)
that are binary is more than half, and the fraction of pulsars with frot > 400 Hz that are binary is more
than 3/4. The fraction of all known binary pulsars that are millisecond pulsars is ∼70%. Accretion can
provide a natural mechanism to impart asymmetries in the neutron star moment of inertia, thus causing the
star to emit continuous gravitational waves, even after accretion has subsided. Neutron stars in unknown
binary systems, however, also present extreme challenges for continuous waves searches because the un-
known orbital characteristics produce unknown modulations of the source frequency in the Solar System
Barycenter (SSB), in addition to calculable modulations due to the Earth’s motion with respect to the SSB.
As is well known, even the calculable modulations for an assumed source frequency make an all-sky search
for unknown isolated stars a formidable computational challenge, and adding the unknown binary orbital
modulations makes the problem all the more difficult.
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Major aspects and methods for this activity

Two methods have been developed to search for continuous gravitational waves from sources in un-
known binary systems: 1) a method that relies on doubly-Fourier transformed data [E. Goetz and K. Riles,
CQG 2011]; and 2) a method that produces correlations with filters described by a polynomial functional
form of the putative gravitational wave phase [S. van der Putten, J. of Phys. Conf. Ser. 2010]. The former
method has reached a mature state and the first search carried out on data from LIGO’s sixth science run and
Virgo’s second and third science runs [J. Aasi, et al., PRD 2014]. Although the latter method is still under
development, we expect that a search will be run on Advanced LIGO and Advanced Virgo data in the future.

In the near term, the mature, former analysis pipeline will be run on Advanced LIGO data from ongoing
and future observing runs. The sensitivity of adding Virgo data into the LIGO network will need to be
assessed, however, before proceeding to include it in future observing run analyses. This work will require
setting up and preparing calibrated detector data for analysis–producing the first required data product, short
Fourier transformed data–and deciding on the parameter space to be searched. Data will be analyzed on
LSC computing clusters, with the output of the search being a list of outliers exceeding statistical threshold
tests and upper limits on gravitational wave strain.

Analysis outliers are first assessed within the constraints of the pipeline. Further follow up of interesting
candidates will be performed by more specialized algorithms, optimized for directed searches, and having
higher sensitivity than all-sky search methods. Understanding the possible parameter uncertainty in the all-
sky search is important so that the full range of possible parameter values can be tested by the more sensitive
follow up analysis.

In addition to performing the analysis, pipeline development will continue on both algorithms in order
to further enhance the sensitivity to continuous gravitational waves and to bring the development pipeline
into maturity. Since sensitivity is often a trade-off with computational costs, exploratory studies for new,
efficient methods is encouraged. The continuous waves group, however, will balance computing costs and
sensitivity to signals for both old and new methods.

Expected products and/or outcomes

The main goal of these searches is to observe continuous gravitational waves from unknown neutron
stars in binary systems. In conjunction with improved detector sensitivity as well as methods improvements
in algorithms (e.g. [E. Goetz and K. Riles, CQG 2016]), the continuous waves group is well positioned for
detections of these types of sources. Upper limits on gravitational wave strain are a standard output from
each analysis. The continuous waves group anticipates publication of at least one pipeline paper for each
observing run, provided the new data would yield added improvement over previously published results.

4.9 Search for long (days to weeks) transient CW signals

Motivation and goals

Other activities in Section 4 pertain to neutron stars emitting truly continuous gravitational waves: pe-
riodic signals lasting longer than an observation run. However, there are transient neutron star phenomena
observed electromagnetically (e.g. pulsar glitches and x-ray bursts), which raise the possibility that neutron
stars also emit gravitational wave signals on time scales of hours–weeks due to short-lived deformations
or oscillations [Prix et al., PRD 84.023007 (2011)]. This activity includes development of new search al-
gorithms for transient continuous-wave-like signals (tCWs) and methods to follow up potential transient
candidates from standard CW searches. CW data analysis relies on integrating weak signals over long ob-
servation times; for transients, we can only accumulate signal power during the signal’s lifetime. Dedicated
tCW analyses can extract more of that limited signal power without averaging it out over the full data set.
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Major aspects and methods for this activity

Assuming that tCW signals have waveforms similar to standard continuous waves, we can adapt detec-
tion methods developed for continuous waves. In particular, many matched-filter continuous-wave analy-
ses already split the data set into discrete blocks of time, from a few hundred seconds (for Short Fourier
Transforms) up to several days (for the segments of semi-coherent searches). Simple tCW searches then
analyze the distribution of continuous-wave detection statistics over these individual time blocks. Current
developments include both coherent and semicoherent tCW searches for known and unknown neutron stars.
The theory and software tools are maturing, but still undergoing optimization and characterization. These
methods can be used either as standalone searches, or as follow-up tools for interesting candidates from
continuous-wave searches: candidates deviating from the standard expectation of continuity could other-
wise be dismissed as due to transient detector artifacts.

Other developments involve completely new search methods, e.g. machine learning algorithms (MLAs)
that recognize and classify patterns, where our patterns are gravitational wave signal behaviors in the
time/strain or time/frequency planes. MLAs need to be trained with a sufficient number of examples, but
then can also identify patterns that are similar, though maybe not exactly like, the patterns on which they
have been trained. Specifically, training will involve templates for r-mode oscillations [Owen et al., PRD
58.084020 (1998)], including frequency evolution, and the machinery of existing all-sky searches can be
used to provide time/frequency maps as input to neural networks and random forests.

Expected products and/or outcomes

Grid- and Monte-Carlo-based matched-filter transient routines will be characterized (in one or more
methods papers) to follow up the candidates from blind searches, thus contributing to all-sky and directed
search papers from O2 and later. A tCW add-on to semicoherent analyses is also available for intermediate
follow-up steps [Keitel, PRD 93.084024 (2016)]. For known pulsars, a new transient analysis and methods
paper are under development, and this is intended as part of future targeted search papers. Contingent on
progress in methods optimization and studies of the detector noise background, we intend to perform a ded-
icated O2 search for transient signals triggered by EM observations of glitches in known pulsars, which can
eventually be developed into an untriggered search for transients from any nearby glitching and accreting
systems. The MLA approach will also lead to a methods paper, and we plan to use it in a targeted search
for r-modes from astrophysically promising objects. Once trained, MLAs are computationally cheap and
can also be used to generate triggers for follow-up by other methods. The detection of tCW signals, through
probing neutron star dynamics, would yield information about neutron star composition and evolution [Ben-
nett et al., MNRAS 409(4):1705-1718 (2010)], while even for non-detections the derived upper limits on
signal strengths and rates in individual sources or populations could constrain glitch and burst mechanisms.

4.10 Detector and data characterization, software maintenance, and code optimization

Overview of the tasks

The input data to any continuous gravitational wave analysis pipeline must be carefully characterized
and prepared before use. Improperly calibrated data, or data that is otherwise contaminated with excess
noise, must be excised from the input data, otherwise analysis results may be affected by large numbers
of spurious outliers. The continuous wave working group therefore must work closely with the detector
characterization working group and the site commissioning staff to determine the best way to achieve these
goals.

In addition, the software used by the continuous wave working group must be maintained in the LAL-
Suite software repository. For reviewed search codes and for shared library and applications software used
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within the group it is essential to maintain them in a vetted and functional state, while at the same time allow-
ing for continued code development. Code development typically encompasses bug fixes, but also additions
of new and improved methods, added functionalities to existing search codes, and code optimizations. The
standard operating procedure is for each code patch to undergo internal vetting to ensure compatibility and
reduce the likelihood of introducing new bugs.

Finally, the continuous waves working group is periodically requested to produce optimization reports to
ensure responsible use of LVC computing resources. Estimates of required computing resources are needed
for each observing run. When requested, pipelines that are found to be the highest users of computing
resources will produce optimization reports and work with the LSC computing optimization team to reduce
the computing load. Typically, the codes used by the working group are already highly optimized due to
the demanding computational nature of many searches. These requests will also need to be weighed against
the potential time cost for improving code optimization as well as the time to review the new version of the
code.

Methods and work required

Several tools are used to validate and characterize detector data during observing runs. Depending on
the person power available, volunteers from the continuous waves working group will monitor detector data
on a weekly basis, checking to see if new contaminations have appeared that may impact the astrophysical
results that the group can deliver. Potentially, if some contamination disappears, this might also indicate
a noise coupling source that can be reported back to the site commissioning staff. This team will utilize
the tools already produced, and, when necessary, work on new tools that can better handle particular data
quality needs. The results of this data monitoring will be reported back to the detector characterization
working group.

A small set of data quality flags, produced by the detector characterization working group, are applied
to the calibrated detector data so that the most egregious data are discarded. Some data quality flags are only
needed for short duration searches, whereas the coherent time interval for most continuous wave searches
negates the need for most “glitch” transient flags. The continuous waves group will validate which data
quality flags are needed and which can be safely ignored.

The continuous waves group uses the LIGO-Virgo Redmine tracking system [https://bugs.ligo.
org/redmine/projects/lalsuite-lalpulsar] to manage code patches, requests, and bug re-
ports. Members of the group work together to submit issues and cross-check and verify patches uploaded
to Redmine. Redmine issues potentially relevant to the whole group are discussed in the weekly teleconfer-
ences, in order to inform users of affected codes about bugs found and fixed, or of upcoming changes and
extensions, in order to avoid unintended conflicts or surprises.

As requested from the LSC and Virgo computing teams, the continuous waves group will sometimes be
tasked to verify and optimize the algorithms requiring the largest computing resources. Pipeline developers
will need to produce observing run estimates for computing resources required. Periodically, those pipelines
identified as most computationally demanding will have their authors work closely with the computing team
to benchmark and optimize the code used in the analysis.

Expected results

As a result of these efforts, the continuous waves group will, first, work to identify spectral artifacts
in the calibrated detector output. Ideally, this work will also result in mitigation of noise sources. These
identified artifacts will make up a so-called “lines list” that can be used to discard outliers or to “clean” the
data before a search is performed, as done for the Einstein@Home data. Second, data quality flags will
be identified and used to exclude the most egregiously contaminated detector data. Third, the continuous
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waves group will work together to track and manage code patches, requests, and fix bugs using the Redmine
system. Lastly, computing request estimates and occasional code optimizations will be performed in order
to reduce the computational burden of the largest analysis requests.
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5 Stochastic Group Activity Plans

In addition to the activities described in this section, see the activities being undertaken jointly with the
Burst, CBC and Detchar groups in sections 7, 8 and 9, respectively.

5.1 Search for an Isotropic Stochastic Gravitational Wave background

5.1.1 Scientific Case

The stochastic isotropic search targets the stochastic gravitational-wave background, which arises from
a superposition of a variety of cosmological and astrophysical gravitational-wave sources. Potential cosmo-
logical sources include the amplification of vacuum fluctuations following inflation [?], phase transitions in
the early universe [?, ?], cosmic strings [?, ?, ?, ?], and pre-Big Bang models [?, ?]. Astrophysical contri-
butions to the stochastic background consist of an incoherent superposition of sources too weak to detect
individually, such as binary neutron stars [?] or binary black holes [?]. The detection of a cosmological
background would be a landmark discovery of enormous importance to the larger physics and astronomy
community. The detection of an astrophysical background is not unlikely and would also be of great inter-
est. The implications from Advanced LIGO’s first observing run are that the stochastic gravitational-wave
background from binary black holes is consistent with optimistic predictions, and is potentially observable
with advanced detectors [?].

5.1.2 Methodology

The primary goal of the isotropic search is to estimate the energy density of the stochastic background:

ΩGW(f) ≡ 1

ρc

dρGW

d ln f
, (1)

where ρGW is the energy density of gravitational waves, ρc is the critical density of the universe, and f is
the frequency. This is accomplished through a well-established cross-correlation procedure, documented
in [?, ?], which has served as the basis for all previous LIGO/Virgo stochastic searches [?, ?, ?, ?, ?, ?]. The
stochastic pipeline estimates ΩGW(f) given some assumed power law ΩGW(f) ∝ fα. Cosmological sources
such as the inflation and cosmic string backgrounds are predicted to have α = 0 limits, while α = 2/3 is
appropriate for the signal from binaries. We will carry out this search on O2 data. We expect increased
sensitivity relative to O1, due to both the longer integration time, and increased detector sensitivity. In
the event of a detection, we will employ consistency checks, spectral fitting, and tests of isotropy in order
to study the origin of the signal; see [?]. Otherwise, we will report upper limits for arbitrary spectral
indices [?, ?].

We can study the observational implications for specific theoretical models for the stochastic back-
ground. For example, applying the Bayesian parameter estimation techniques outlined in [?, ?] to search
results, we can estimate or place upper limits on the average chirp mass and merger rate of the binary black
hole population. Understanding the observational implications will also require developing better models for
the background. This includes more accurate astrophysical models of the binary black hole background,and
studies of inflationary models.

In addition to carrying out this search, we will develop several extensions to the standard isotropic
analysis, to maximize the information obtained from the advanced detectors.

Mixed power-law spectra. An important extension of the standard isotropic search is to estimate the
individual contributions of distinct sources of the background, because the true background is unlikely to
be fully described as a single power law. Even if there is one strong (detectable) power law component, the
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upper limits on the weaker components will be affected by the strong one(s). One should perform a joint
analysis considering all the physically allowed spectral shapes together. A method was recently developed
to put joint upper limits on the amplitudes of multiple spectral shapes [?]. This method uses the results
produced by the isotropic search for each spectral shape and estimates the joint upper limit by deconvolving
them via a mixing matrix. We also propose to implement a related approach using Bayesian parameter
estimation to place upper limit contours in a parameter space containing multiple power law backgrounds
simultaneously.

Fully Bayesian search. The standard isotropic analysis uses a hybrid of Bayesian and frequentist tech-
niques to measure the background. This leaves open the possibility that some information is lost in the
standard analysis. We propose to use BayesWave [?] to do a fully-Bayesian search for an isotropic stochas-
tic gravitational-wave background. BayesWave is a set of Bayesian inference routines that are optimized
for the detection and estimation of un-modeled gravitational-wave bursts. It is also capable of estimating
noise power spectra and modeling glitches in the data, using a trans-dimensional reversible jump Markov
chain Monte Carlo algorithm to determine the optimal number of parameters (and their values) needed to
model these sources. BayesWave has recently been extended to estimate the amplitude and spectral index
of a common correlated gravitational-wave component to the covariance matrix for a network of detectors.
This allows us to use BayesWave to simultaneously estimate both the detector noise and gravitational-wave
background contributions to the observed data in a fully Bayesian manner. By comparing the fully Bayesian
approach with the standard isotropic pipeline, we will be able to see if the standard approach is losing infor-
mation by working solely with the cross-correlation statistic (which ignores the auto-correlation terms).

Non-tensor polarizations. While general relativity allows only for two kind of tensorial polarizations, a
generic prediction of extended gravitational theories, such as scalar-tensor theories [?, ?], f(R) gravity [?,
?], bimetric [?] and massive [?] gravity theories, is the presence of other physical degrees of freedom, with
scalar and/or vector polarizations. An extension to the isotropic pipeline which searches for a background
of non-tensor polarizations has recently been developed and validated [?]. The search for nonstandard
polarizations uses the same pipeline as the standard isotropic search, with minimal modifications which take
into account the different coherence structure of the expected signal, parameterized by the overlap reduction
function. We have developed a sophisticated post processing layer to perform model selection and parameter
estimation. We compare the Bayesian evidence of signal to noise. In the case of a detection of a stochastic
background, we compare the evidence of a pure tensor background to a background containing one or more
non-tensor modes. We can also perform Bayesian parameter estimation on the amplitudes and spectral
indices of different polarization components. It should be noted that the possibility of separating in a model
independent way different contributions is greatly improved by using a network with more than one pair of
detectors. A search using O1 data is ongoing.

5.1.3 Deliverables

1. Combined O1/O2 search results on the stochastic background (Late 2017). This includes:

- Measurements or upper limits of the energy density in the stochastic background for different
power laws.

- Implications for theoretical models for the stochastic background, e.g. binary black holes.

- Joint multi-component upper limits derived from the standard search results.

- A comparison of the amplitudes and spectral indices for an isotropic stochastic background esti-
mated from O1 data, using both BayesWave and the standard cross-correlation analysis methods.
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2. Search results from O1 for the background from non-tensor polarizations (Mid 2017). This includes:

- model selection between GR and non-GR background signal.
- estimate of the background energy density from tensor, vector, and scalar polarizations.

3. Investigations of BayesWave as a tool for estimating the parameters of a stochastic gravitational-wave
background (Early 2018).

5.2 Directional searches for persistent gravitational waves

5.2.1 Scientific Case

While most prescriptions of the SGWB predict an isotropic signal, there are mechanisms that could
introduce anisotropy [?, ?]. For example, a confusion background may arise from binary mergers [?, ?, ?],
core-collapse supernovae [?, ?], neutron-star excitations [?, ?], persistent emission from neutron stars [?, ?],
and compact objects around supermassive black holes [?, ?]. Depending on the rate and redshift distribution
of these objects, the corresponding SGWB could be isotropic or anisotropic. Such an anisotropic signal may
appear with greater statistical significance in the anisotropic search than in the isotropic search.

The directional search provides information on the angular content of the SGWB in the form of a map
of the gravitational-wave sky, and is therefore a powerful tool for distinguishing among different possi-
ble sources of the SGWB. The stochastic directional search provides a crucial follow-up to characterize
anisotropies present in stochastic signals detected by the isotropic search; it facilitates the detection of highly
anisotropic stochastic sources (e.g., clustered in the Galactic plane) that might be missed by the isotropic
search; and provides a robust and sensitive search for narrowband point sources from interesting persistent
sources (such as accreting binary systems like Sco X-1, young neutron stars like SN1987A, or unknown
neutron stars such as a localised population at the galactic centre).

5.2.2 Methodology

The anisotropic SGWB search estimates the energy density of the stochastic background while keeping
the directional information [?]:

ΩGW(f) ≡ 1

ρc

dρGW

d ln f
=

2π2f3

3H2
0

∫
dΘ H(f) P (Θ) (2)

for Hubble parameter H0 and sky location Θ. The frequency spectrum is typically assumed to be a power
law in the frequency band of GW detectors: H(f) = (f/f0)α−3. For a given value of the power index α
(typically α = 0 for cosmological models and α = 3 for astrophysical models), the objective of the search
is to estimate P (Θ). Two approaches are pursued. In the radiometer algorithm, we assume the signals is
characterized by a point source

P (Θ) = η(Θ0)δ2(Θ,Θ0), (3)

and in the spherical harmonic decomposition (SHD) algorithm we assume that the signal can be written as
a superposition of spherical harmonics

P (Θ) =
∑
lm

PlmYlm(Θ). (4)

Likelihood maximization leads to estimators of the angular content of the SGWB for the radiometer (η̂Θ)
and spherical harmonic (P̂lm) cases:

η̂Θ = (ΓΘΘ)−1XΘ (5)

P̂lm =
∑
l′m′

(Γ−1)lm,l′m′Xl′m′ . (6)
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The Fisher matrix Γµ(f, t) encodes the uncertainty associated in deconvolving the raw cross-correlation
measurement with different directions on the sky and the angular decomposition of the overlap reduction
function (see [?, ?, ?] for further description and details on its inversion).

There are also several extensions to the direction searches planned or already in production.

All-sky all-frequency search for unmodelled persistent GW sources. Recent work [?] demonstrates that
data compressed using sidereal folding [?] can facilitate an extremely efficient narrowband search looking
in all directions and at all frequencies. The all-sky, all-frequency extension to the point-source radiometer
targets unknown neutron stars in binary systems as we well as all other narrowband sources, providing a
sensitive tool for discovering any persistent point source, which does not conform to the assumptions made
by template-based searches.

Galactic Pulsar Search. The spherical harmonic search for broadband extended sources can be applied
to search for an anisotropic GW background from pulsars in the galactic plane [?]. Population synthesis
studies of millisecond and normal pulsars suggest that each population can be separately described by an
anisotropic background with a certain power law [?]. However, the total background is a superposition of
the backgrounds from each population, and the relative strength of the backgrounds for the two populations
in the LIGO frequency band is not known. We extend the spherical harmonic search to perform parameter
estimation on the amplitude and spatial distribution of multiple pulsar populations simultaneously.

Component separation using narrowband maps. Like the isotropic search, directional searches are also
performed separately for multiple spectral indices in standard LIGO analyses. A method is being devel-
oped to generate skymaps for multiple spectral components. However, deconvolution of skymaps, even
with one index poses serious challenges, which only gets amplified when multiple components are present.
Exploration studies are being performed, initially considering two or three power-law spectral indices.

Models for anisotropic backgrounds Observation of anisotropy in the SGWB could indicate structure
between now and the surface of last scattering, the scale of which could be used to inform models of our
cosmological history. We investigate the possibility of correlations between the scale of anisotropies in the
microwave and GW backgrounds and make predictions to test against observations. We also investigate
other sources of anisotropy, such as BBH mergers or cosmic string networks, for the angular distribution or
the level of anisotropy can be estimated for example with simulation studies.

5.2.3 Deliverables

1. Sky maps of the SGWB, including:

• measurements (or constraints) on the energy flux from point sources and energy density from
extended sources across the sky

• measurements (or constraints) on the anisotropy of the SGWB

• joint upper limit skymaps for two or three power-law spectral indices

2. Unmodeled search for potentially interesting persistent GW sources, including:

• directed search for persistent GWs from specific sky locations

• measurements (or constraints) on the GW strain amplitude from persistent GW sources
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3. Combined O1/O2 folded data to facilitate all-sky search for persistent narrowband point sources over
all frequencies

4. A search for an anisotropic GW background from pulsar emission in the galactic plane, including
measurement of (or constraints on) the energy density and spatial distribution of such a signal.

5. Models of anisotropic GW backgrounds

5.3 Search for very long transient gravitational wave signals

5.3.1 Scientific Case

The long transient search looks for very long-lived transient signals (&[ 10]hr, to as long as months)
that might be otherwise overlooked or mistaken as an apparent stationary stochastic signal. There are sev-
eral potential astrophysical sources for gravitational-wave transients on these time scales. For example, in
Ref. [?], several scenarios associated with neutron stars are suggested, including non-axisymmetric Ekman
flow occuring after a glitch and emission from free precession (with a damping time possibly lasting from
weeks to years) [?, ?, ?]. Futhermore, it is worthwhile to be prepared for a surprise: a very long lived
transient signal from an unexpected source. Recent work studying gravitational-wave emission from gravi-
tationally bound axion clouds [?], potentially starting and stopping on the timescale of a few years, serves to
illustrate this possibility. Finally, regardless of the specific source, one or more long-lived transient signals
(or coherent long-duration noise) can produce an apparent signal in the isotropic and directional stochastic
searches, while simultaneously evading detection in searches for short-duration transients. As a result, a
dedicated search is necessary to understand the origin of apparent stochastic signals.

5.3.2 Methodology

The transient searches will constrain the energy density Ωgw [?] due to transient phenomena. As a base-
line, the transient searches are carried out using the Stochastic Transient Analysis Multi-detector Pipeline
(STAMP) [?, ?, ?, ?, ?]. STAMP works by cross-correlating data from two detectors to produce cross-power
spectrograms [?]. Gravitational-wave signals appears as tracks of brighter-than-usual spectrogram pixels.
STAMP employs a user-specified clustering algorithm (there are a few options [?, ?, ?, ?, ?]) in order to iden-
tify statistically significant clusters of pixels. Recently, a highly-parallel seedless clustering algorithm [?, ?]
was implemented, and recent work [?] demonstrates that GPUs and multi-core CPUs facilitate dramatic
speed-ups. Seedless clustering was used in the analysis of the Advanced LIGO O1 data. The results of an
all sky search for long transients using O1 data are presented in [?].

We will analyze data on timescales of ≈[ 10]hr–[ 1]month in order to determine if there are individual
long-lived transient signals contributing to the isotropic or directional stochastic measurements. We will run
STAMP in all-sky mode on all O1 and O2 data used in the stochastic search. In order to analyze these very
long signals, we will add an extra stage of pre-processing in which the data are compressed through time-
averaging as described in [?]. This new pre-processing step will require minimal new infrastructure/review.

The STAMP code package has also produced spin-off technology that has proven useful for detector
characterization [?, ?] and follow-up/visualization of CBC triggers [?]. We expect continued development
and maintenance of STAMP will be broadly useful for Stochastic Group activities and the wider LSC/Virgo
community.

5.3.3 Deliverables

1. Search results using O1 and O2 data (early Spring 2018), including
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- Measurement (or upper limits) on Ωgw due to transient sources.

- If a stochastic signal is observed, then this search will allow us to measure or put upper limits
on the contribution from transient signals.

5.4 Data Folding for Efficient Searches of Stochastic Gravitational Wave Background

5.4.1 Scientific Case

Searches for a persistent Stochastic Gravitational Wave Background involves processing of cross-spectral
density data from pairs of detectors with optimal spectral and spatial filters that maximise the signal-to-noise
ratio. It was observed that the spatial part of the filter is periodic in time, it repeats itself after every sidereal
day, and the time dependent component of spectral filters and data are otherwise treated in the same way
for all stochastic searches for persistent sources. These two symmetries can be utilized in order to fold
stochastic cross-spectral data (a.k.a. Stochastic Intermediate Data or SID) over one or more observing runs
into a time-frequency map over a single sidereal day. This process of folding data does not involve any addi-
tional approximation (apart from the ones that are used in the standard searches) and it can also incorporate
complex corrections that arise from the application of overlapping windows for preprocessing of data. The
theory, implementation and validation of folding on real S5 data was presented in [?]. Folded data not only
save enormous amount of computation time, but they introduce many other advantages to perform stochastic
analyses in a convenient way as listed below:

• The computation time required to perform an analysis on n sidereal days worth of data is reduced by
a factor n when using folded data. Hence the speed-up to analyse S5 data was by a factor of ∼ 300.

• The folded data size is small. For a frequency bin size of 0.25 Hz and upper cut-off of 2 kHz, the data
size is little more than a GigaByte. So the whole data set can comfortably fit in a laptop’s memory.

• Once the folded data has been produced, all other analyses can follow from the same dataset, providing
a good opportunity for cross-validation of results.

5.4.2 Methodology

Folding essentially stacks time-frequency maps of data segments (typically few tens of seconds long)
for the same sidereal time of every sidereal day of the dataset. The implementation described in [?] also
incorporates complex corrections to account for overlapping window functions. The code was implemented
in MATLAB as part of matapps. Scripts were also written to generate condor/DAG submission files, though
the code is so fast that a serial mode run in an interactive session is often sufficient. The code has the
ability to apply data quality cuts on the fly in multiple ways. However, in order to ensure consistency of the
results, it may better to use quality cuts applied by one standard search. The group is considering a modular
approach where once a full analysis, perhaps the isotropic search, is done and data quality cuts are finalised,
a common set of folded data would be created for all other long duration stochastic searches.

The efficiency and convenience to use folded data has motivated a new map making code that enables
making skymaps on a normal laptop and provides narrowband maps as an intermediate product. It uses
PyCBC and healpy, in order to use HEALPix pixelisation and other tools which make it very easy to analyse
anisotropic maps. This code also includes some additional computational tricks, which makes it possible to
produce skymaps on a laptop in just few minutes.

In summary, the folding code and the new map making code are well equipped to provide compressed
datasets in multiple ways, which can be readily used for different analyses at a much reduced computational
cost and in a very conveniently on portable computers.
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5.4.3 Deliverables

1. Folded data, perhaps one set per week/month and one master set for the whole run

2. Maps from folded data (the planned analyses of these maps are discussed in the other sections)
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6 Burst+CBC Joint Activity Plans

6.1 Search for GWs from intermediate mass black hole binaries

Stellar-mass black holes, originating from core collapse of massive stars, have been observed in the
mass range up to ∼ 65 M�. Massive black holes, exceeding 105 M�, appear to be generic in galactic
centers. Intermediate-mass black holes (IMBHs) are postulated to occupy the mass range between these
two. IMBHs with a mass of a few hundred solar masses may generically exist in globular clusters [?, ?].
These IMBHs may form binaries, either when two or more IMBHs are formed in the same cluster [?], or as
a result of a merger of two clusters each of which contains an IMBH in the suitable mass range [?]. A large
number of IMBH mergers may be a generic feature of some mechanisms of structure formation, although
these are likely to occur at high redshifts [?]. IMBH binaries could also form as a result of evolution of
isolated binaries with very high initial stellar masses [?].

No IMBHs in the mass range of interest (. 1000 M� for Advanced detectors) have been detected so far.
Thus, a single detection will be revolutionary, as it will prove unambiguously that black holes exist in the
mass range between stellar-mass and super-massive black holes. IMBH binary detections will also serve as
probes of globular cluster dynamics, and, potentially, as probes of structure formation and growth of super-
massive black holes. IMBH binary measurements could also inform our understanding of the formation and
evolution of the most massive stars. On the other hand, the lack of confident IMBH observations to date
and the complexity of modeling the evolution of very massive stars means that little is known about these
objects. It is impossible to quote lower limits on the IMBH binary merger rate, which may, in fact, be zero.

If IMBHs in this mass range do merge in binaries, little is known about their mass distribution. However,
we do expect that merger and ringdown will make a very significant contribution to the signal-to-noise ratio
of observed gravitational waves from such systems, because most or all of the inspiral for massive systems
will occur at frequencies below the detector band. Similarly, little is known about the spin distribution of
IMBHs; they may have high spins, and because of the dynamical interactions likely involved in IMBH
binary formation, the spins are likely to be misaligned, leading to precession. Moreover, higher order modes
may play a significant role for IMBHB systems with large mass ratios. Therefore, waveforms that not only
include merger and ringdown phases, but also precession and higher order modes (both NR and non-NR
waveforms), will be necessary to accurately model IMBH binaries.

We can very crudely estimate optimistic IMBH binary merger rate predictions as follows. For IMBH
binary mergers in globular clusters, it is very unlikely to have more thanO(1) merger per history of globular
cluster. The space density of globular clusters is approximately 3 Mpc−3, and a typical cluster is about 10
Gyr old, leading to an upper limit on the IMBH binary merger rate of 0.3× Gpc−3 yr−1. IMBH binary
formation from very massive isolated stellar binaries in galactic fields could yield rates a few times higher
than this, but there are many uncertainties. This optimistic rate is a factor of several hundred lower than the
upper limits obtained in previous LIGO-Virgo searches [?].

A search for IMBH binaries would thus have a chance of yielding a detection if the space-time volume
of the search is more than ∼ 3× Gpc3 · yr (comoving volume · surveyed time). Current sensitivities of
Advanced LIGO create this possibility. For example, the O1 IMBH search [?] probed roughly this space-
time volume, placing meaningful constraints on the IMBH merger rate for the first time. IMBH binaries
with a “redshifted” mass of M(1 + z) ∼ 260 M� could be detected to a luminosity horizon distance 1 of
∼ 4.8 Gpc. Larger detection volumes are possible for spin-aligned systems. The horizon distance for these
sources is expected to grow as Advanced LIGO approaches design sensitivity over the next few years.

This search will be conducted both with matched filter algorithms using CBC templates and burst al-
gorithms, which do not rely on templates. The matched filter yields the optimal detection efficiency for
signals of known form in stationary, Gaussian noise and thus requires a sufficiently accurate signal wave-

1An approximate upper bound on the reach of a modeled search for IMBHBs.
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form model for use as a template. The IMBHB burst search is robust to a variety of features that may create
mis-match between the observed signal and BBH template banks, including high mass ratios, mis-aligned
spins, eccentricity, and/or deviations from general relativity. Therefore, the IMBHB search benefits from
the combination of the two complementary analysis techniques.

O2 Deliverables

• Publish a paper on the astrophysical interpretation on the estimated rate limits on intermediate mass
black hole mergers

• Conduct the IMBHB search on the O2 data

• Report events detected by the search in the catalog paper and/or discovery paper if an IMBHB source
is identified

• In collaboration with numerical relativity (NR) community develop a set of IMBHB NR waveforms
for interpretation of the O1+O2 results

O3 Deliverables
Adopt the same publication procedure reported above and in addition we will do the following:

• Improve and upgrade the burst IMBHB search algorithms before the O3 data taking run

• Conduct the IMBHB searches on the O3 data

• Perform population studies for existing IMBHB formation models and include them into the astro-
physical interpretation of the O3 IMBHB results

6.2 Studies of extreme matter with pre-merger and post-merger GWs

Report on the nature of ultra dense matter in neutron stars inferred from observed BNS and NSBH
signals, from tidal and post-merger signatures.

An outstanding issue in nuclear physics is the unknown EOS of neutron-star matter. This has two
impacts on gravitatinoal-wave sicence: First, we must understand (and address) any impact the presence of
matter may have on statements from CBC searches and parameter estimation. Second, using both CBC and
Burst methods, we hope to learn about the equation of state of matter at extreme densities from LIGO/Virgo
detections.

The detection and parameter estimation of BNS/NSBH systems employ templates that include the late
stages of inspiral, where neutron stars will be tidally deformed and possibly even tidally disrupted. The
extent of this deformation is highly dependent on the mass of the star and the EOS of the nuclear matter
inside the neutron star, so measuring the tidal parameters of the merging binary will constrain the EOS. In
certain BNS scenarios—such as extremely large-radius stars or nonlinear couplings—these tidal interactions
may also lead to the loss of signals if they are not incorporated into CBC searches.

Measurement of tidal parameters is immediately possible with post-Newtonian waveforms, however
systematic errors are large and will limit the strength of the statements LIGO/Virgo can make. The abil-
ity to measure matter effects is constrained by the accuracy and speed of inspiral waveforms. Avenues
for improvement include improved waveform models and high-frequency follow-up parameter estimation
with numerical simulations. Improvements in EOS constraint may also result from optimally combining
information from multiple detections, or from constraining equation-of-state parameters directly.
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Astrophysical gravitational waves will also include the merger and high-frequency post-merger, which
will be challenging for current-generation detectors to measure but carry additional information about
neutron-star matter. Burst follow-up of CBC detections is needed to confirm or constrain the presence
or absence of these post-merger signals and measure their properties. Data analysis methods that span the
inspiral to post-merger stage of BNS events would strengthen overall statements about the EOS.

Multiple BNS/BHNS detections, giving a distribution of measured masses and/or coincident gravitational-
wave and electromagnetic counterpart detections, are in themselves relevant for equation of state constraint.
In particular, large measured NS masses could constrain more exotic forms of nuclear matter. Any signa-
ture of matter in an observed compact binary merger could also confirm whether one component object is a
neutron star instead of a black hole. Therefore, tidal parameter measurement within CBC, identification of
electromagnetic counterparts, and burst follow-up results can inform rates and population statements about
the categories of observed mergers.

O2 deliverables

1. With detections of BNS/BHNS, a constraint (or non-constraint) statement on the EOS of nuclear
matter will be made. It will include CBC estimation of tidal parameters and burst folllow-up for
post-merger.

2. Systematic error assesment : Statements about tidal parameters are limited by uncertainties in the
waveform evolution. Waveform injection and parameter estimation studies will be performed to assess
the systematic errors in the measured tidal parameters. These studies will explore the impact of
differences in waveform model, spin priors, and calibration errors.

3. Waveform development and comparison: The ability to measure tidal parameters is limited by un-
certainties in both point-particle and matter-dependent contributions to the waveform evolution. A
detailed analysis of the differences between state-of-the-art waveforms for systems with tides, as well
as differences with numerical simulations, is required to inform the waveform development outlined
in 3.3.

4. Surrogate models: Parameter estimation for systems containing neutron stars is not possible with
currently implemented tidal effective one body models due to their long evaluation time. Surrogate
waveform models for the aligned spin waveforms with tidal interactions (TEOBv2 and TEOBv4) will
be produced.

5. BNS post-merger remnant: Methods for identifying and measuring the peak frequency of a potential
BNS post-merger signal are not currently available. Pipelines using BayesWave and/or CWB will be
developed.

6. Extreme tides: Large tidal effects, such as the potential p-g-mode coupling during the early inspiral
of BNS systems, have the potential to significantly bias the recovered binary parameters and cause
current detection pipelines to miss these signals. A more detailed analysis of their impact and a search
for systems with extreme tides will be developed.

6.3 Multimessenger search for GWs and gamma-ray bursts

Follow up GRB alerts with deeper searches for simultaneous CBC and burst triggers: communicate
online associations and perform sub-threshold analyses. Includes joint analysis of sub-threshold candidates
with GRB missions.
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Motivation and goals

Gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) are extremely energetic bursts of gamma-rays from cosmological sources
observed by orbiting satellite detectors at a rate of about one per day. Two phenomenologically recognized
categories have been identified [?]: short-duration (< 2 s) GRBs with generally harder spectra, and long-
duration (> 2 s) GRBs with generally softer spectra. Astrophysical evidence has led to the hypothesis that
these categories herald the creation of a compact object (a black hole or neutron star) by way of two distinct
pathways, both of which involve the emission of transient gravitational waves.

The coalescence of a neutron star with a neutron star or black hole is a probable candidate to be the
progenitor of short gamma-ray bursts (sGRBs). A detection of GWs in coincidence with a short GRB
would be a major scientific result, confirming this progenitor model and demanding a rapid publication.
Any possible association should be communicated to MOU partners with low latency to enable follow-up
observations of any GRB of interest.

Long GRBs are associated with the gravitational collapse of massive stars. The wide range of observable
properties they display has led to the speculation that there may be sub-classes involving different mech-
anisms, with astrophysical details far from being fully understood. Any significant GW detection would
presumably contribute to our understanding of the underlying astrophysics. The observable range in GWs of
basic stellar collapse is (near-)galactic, but could reach∼ 200 Mpc when the collapse leads to core fragmen-
tation or rotational instabilities. The estimated rate for long GRBs within 100 Mpc is ∼ 1 yr−1 [?, ?]. A hy-
pothesized sub-population of low-luminosity long GRBs, including GRB 980425 observed at 35 Mpc [?], is
predicted to occur at rates sufficiently high [?] to expect many 10s of events per year within 100 Mpc. Some
models predict GW emission associated with the accretion disk itself, or with a post-collapse proto-neutron
star, which would give rise to long-duration (. 1 s) GW emission. The observation of X-ray “plateaus”
following the GRB on timescales of tens of minutes to hours after the main burst has suggested that GRB
central engines may live longer (∼ 1000 s) than previously thought.

The association between GWs and GRBs has a number of other impacts in multiple fields. For example,
the speed of gravity can be probed to ∼ 10−16, and “dark matter emulator” models can be effectively ruled
out with a coincident GRB-GW event [?]. A population of GW and short GRB joint observations could
provide a measurement of the low-z Hubble parameter H0 to a few % [?]. Finally, multiple observations
of compact binary merger sources — both with and without GRB counterparts — can constrain the average
short GRB beaming angle. Past searches for coincident observation of gravitational waves and GRBs include
[?, ?, ?].

Methodology

To search for gravitational waves associated with GRBs, we use triggered (using GRB time and sky po-
sition), coherent algorithms that either target NS-NS or NS-BH binary inspiral signals [?] for short GRBs,
or target generic GW burst signals [?] for all GRBs. These searches are more sensitive than the correspond-
ing all-sky ones. We run these searches both online (few-hour latency) and offline. We use an additional
algorithm [?] to search online (minutes latency) for coincidences between low-latency, all-sky GW triggers
and GRBs. In O1 we successfully ran triggered search pipelines for BNS and NSBH progenitors in online
mode, and provided results with a latency of a few hours. We also analysed our data offline to provide a
final collection of results for the O1 GRB search [?]. We will continue this plan in O2. Finally, methods are
in development to search for gravitational waves in coincidence with “sub-threshold” GRBs.

O2 and O3 deliverables

1. Publication of complete set of GRB search results. This may result in two papers:
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(a) An upper-limits paper which includes promptly available GRBs, typically those published in the
public GCN plus IPN GRBs if available quickly.

(b) A second results paper which includes results from the emerging sub-threshold analyses using
the Fermi GBM or possibly other detectors, such as the Integral-only GRBs. If the IPN GRBs
are not available promptly, they would also be included in this paper. The sub-threshold analyses
would require new reviewing efforts.

2. Communication of online search results to MOU partners. This will require the following:

(a) Continue to run low- (RAVEN) and medium-latency (X and pyGRB) pipelines, as for O1, but
with updates.

(b) Continue to use the online frame files at Caltech, as for O1.
(c) Complete the infrastructure to communicate online results to MOU partners via approval pro-

cessor, etc (in progress as of Oct 17, 2016)
(d) Adding Virgo data (sometime in O2) needs to be tested. X and pyGRB successfully ran with

Virgo in S6, so not a problem, in principle.

3. Rapid publication of a GW detection associated with a GRB.

(a) Communications with MOU partners would give best, vetted, but perhaps not final, results avail-
able at that time.

(b) The group should develop a publication template.
(c) Significant non-detections would presumably also fall into this category, but presumably with

faster collaboration approval; and we have several paper templates from GRB 070211, GRB
051103, and GRB GRB 150906B.

4. Complete development of a targeted, coherent matched-filtering CBC search.

5. Follow-up of compact binary merger triggers with targeted Fermi/GBM search for orbitally-modulated
NS flares [?].

6. Complete development of cross-correlation search for longer duration GWs targeting GRBs with X-
ray plateaus (testing in O2, running in O3).

6.4 Multimessenger search for GWs and high-energy neutrinos

Some dynamical processes with strong gravitational-wave (GW) emission, such as compact binary
mergers or stellar core-collapse with rapidly rotating cores, can drive relativistic outflows that result in the
emission of high-energy neutrinos [?, ?]. Detecting both messengers from a common source would provide
the unique opportunity to develop and fine-tune our understanding of the connection between the central
engine [?], its surroundings [?], and the nature of relativistic outflows [?, ?]. A joint search also increases
the sensitivity compared to GW-only or neutrino-only searches, and can be especially interesting for sources
that are difficult to detect electromagnetically [?, ?].

In O1 we worked closely with the IceCube and ANTARES collaborations to develop and perform a
sensitive multimessenger analysis to search for neutrinos associated with GW candidates, and in particular
with GW150914 [?], LVT151012, and GW151226 [?]. No coincident neutrinos were found, and the results
were used to constrain the neutrino flux from these sources. Past searches have also looked for coincidences
of sub-threshold events in both the neutrino and gravitational wave detectors [?].

O2/O3 Deliverables
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• Publish analysis for O2 and (separately) O3 describing the results and methods of the multimessenger
search between low-threshold GW events and high-energy neutrinos.

• Develop, enhance and perform multimessenger GW+neutrino searchs in low-latency, utilizing the
baseline GW+neutrino search pipeline, and rapidly share the results with astronomy and other partners
through, e.g., the LIGO/Virgo event database (GraceDB), and other brokers.

• Facilitate electromagnetic follow-up of multimessenger GW+neutrino detections by providing suit-
able data products and maintaining information sharing with astronomy and other partners.

• Incorporate the Pierre Auger Observatory into the low-latency GW+neutrino coincidence analysis,
along with IceCube and ANTARES.

• Write publications on results of multimessenger searches corresponding to significant GW or neutrino
events for the cases in which no significant counterpart was identified, if non-detection represent a
novel and/or significantly improved (×3) constraint or involve new/improved (astro)physics.

• Write publication(s) describing the results of the multimessenger search corresponding to significant
GW or neutrino signals for the cases in which a multimessenger signal was detected.

6.5 Astronomical (EM+neutrino) follow-up campaign

Motivation and goals

The National Science Foundation has recently named “Window on the Universe: The Era Multi-Messenger
Astrophysics” as one of its “big ideas”. Gravitational waves along with electromagnetic and astroparticle
observations could help us to unravel the mystery of some of the Universe’s most spectacular transient phe-
nomena. Identifying the electromagnetic or neutrino signature of the transient gravitational-wave sources,
like the coalescence of compact object systems and the core-collapse of massive stars, will have strong
impact on many astrophysical fields, going from fundamental physics to stellar evolution and nuclear as-
trophysics, shedding light on the equation of state of neutron stars, birth and evolution of neutron stars and
black holes, and the processes that power multi-messenger emissions.

Major aspects and methods for this activity

Unmodeled and compact binary coalescence matched-filter searches have been developed aiming at
detecting and localizing transient gravitational-wave sources in low latency for a rapid neutrino and electro-
magnetic follow-up. These searches started early in the initial LIGO and Virgo 2009-2010 science runs and
continued during the first and second run of the Advanced detectors. Prompt identification and validation
of gravitational-wave candidate signals enable to generate and send rapid alerts containing sky position,
preliminary significance, distance, and basic classification to the observers. Parameter estimation follow-
ups are then performed to send updates and support the electromagnetic and neutrino counterpart search.
The notable improvement in sensitivity and lifetime of the LIGO and Virgo network planned for the third
observation run is expected to increase the number of alerts. A major change will be the open release for
event candidates of high confidence (FAR < 1/100 years) expected to be sent within a few minutes to the
entire astronomical community. This will drive development, improvement and organization of software
and infrastructures to generate, validate and send gravitational-wave candidate signals with the goal of a
rapid communication to the astronomical community.
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Deliverables

• Publications and/or reports describing the low-latency analysis, candidate selection and data analysis
results transmitted in the GCNs, as well as summary of all the distributed alerts and EM follow-
up response for O2 are planned as LVC and short-author list papers. Papers identifying the science
value of marginal candidates with electromagnetic and neutrino candidate counterparts are considered
interest of LVC. Contributions of the electromagnetic and neutrino observers are highly valuable and
to be stimulated.

• Validate and distribute low-latency alerts to the scientific community during the third run of the Ad-
vanced detectors. This will require 1) to improve the robustness of the low-latency trigger generation,
their organization and the required infrastructure; 2) to automatize data quality and vetoes as much as
possible, to incorporate them in low latency and reduce the alert latency to order of few minutes; 3) to
improve latency of parameter estimation follow-ups of the gravitational-wave candidates to support
electromagnetic and neutrino observational strategies and data analysis;

• Support the astronomers for the usage and interpretation of alert contents. This will be done by devel-
oping tools (with astronomical standard format) to easily manage the gravitational-wave observational
products shared with the astronomers, improving documents and communication with the astronomi-
cal community;

• Perform studies to address the scientific question of how to assess/interpret any sub-threshold candi-
date with an apparent counterpart;

• Improving the communication with the astronomical community to plan current and future multi-
messenger astronomy with the goal to: 1) identify requirements and policy to maximize joint obser-
vations and data analysis results and 2) to participate in projects and develop science cases for future
electromagnetic/neutrino and gravitational-wave observatories;
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7 Burst+Stochastic Joint Activity Plans

7.1 Search for long-duration GW bursts

Unmodeled long-lived gravitational-wave transients (lasting & 10–[ 10, 000]s) are an exciting class of
signals for Advanced detectors. Such long-lived transients have been predicted to originate at the death of
massive stars. In one class of models, gravitational waves are emitted by a rapidly spinning protoneutron
star, which may be spun up through fallback accretion. In another class of models, the signal comes from the
motion of clumps in an accretion disk. In either case, the signals are long-lived, narrowband, and may occur
with a sufficiently high rate so as to be observed with Advanced detectors. Other possible scenarios for long-
lived gravitational-wave emission include protoneutron star convection, rotational instabilities in merger
remnants, r-mode instabilities associated with glitching pulsars, type I bursts from accreting pulsars, and
eccentric binary systems. Searches for these sources use minimal assumptions about the signal waveform,
so unpredicted sources are detectable as well. The most promising source classes are described below. A
search for long duration transients was published using initial LIGO data [?].

• Protoneutron stars: The first scenario relies on the formation of a protoneutron star. If the protoneu-
tron star is born spinning rapidly, it may develop an instability (e.g., a bar mode), leading to the strong
emission of long-lived, narrowband gravitational waves [?]. A protoneutron star can also be spun
up through accretion of stellar remnant fallback such that an instability sets in [?]. The resulting
gravitational-wave emission can last for ≈ 40–[ 3100]s [?]. Advanced LIGO / advanced Virgo might
detect rotational instability signals from protoneutron stars out to distances of up to≈ [ 40]Mpc [?, ?].
The rate of observed supernovae in this volume is on the order of≈ 10–[ 30]yr−1 [?], though the frac-
tion of these stellar explosions that might result in an accretion fallback signal is currently unknown.
Nonetheless, a single such detection would provide an unparalleled glimpse into the moments follow-
ing stellar collapse and the birth of a neutron star or black hole.

• Accretion disks: The second scenario relies on the formation of an accretion disk following stellar
collapse. A central spinning black hole drives turbulence in the accretion torus, which leads to the
formation of clumps. The motion of these clumps emits long-lived narrowband gravitational waves [?,
?, ?], on the time-scale reaching 103 sec. Alternatively, clumps may form through accretion disk
fragmentation, also leading to the production of gravitational waves [?]. The rate and energy budget of
accretion disk instability signals are debated. However, we estimate that advanced LIGO / advanced
Virgo can observe accretion disk instability events out to distances of [ 540]Mpc (Egw/0.1M�)1/2

where Egw is the gravitational-wave energy budget [?, ?]. We note that long gamma ray-bursts are
observed at a rate of about [ 0.3]yr−1 within this radius (and many are likely to be missed due to
beaming) [?].

A single detection would provide unprecedented information about the environment following the
collapse of a massive star and could shed light on the mechanics of long gamma-ray bursts.

• Other sources: Other scenarios for the production of long-lived gravitational waves include protoneu-
tron star convection [?], rotational instabilities in merger remnants [?], and eccentric binary sys-
tems [?]. While these sources are associated with signals on the time-scale of 1 minute to 1 hour,
much longer transient signals (on the time-scale of days) are also possible, for example in glitching
pulsars or in accreting fast millisecond pulsars. The subfield of theoretical investigations into long-
lived transients is fluid, and it is prudent to have a search dedicated to whatever long-lived transient
signals may be awaiting discovery: predicted models, yet-to-be-predicted models, and total surprises.

Relationship to other searches. This activity plan is closely related to a number of other efforts within
the LVC. It complements the burst all-sky search for short-duration signals by extending the parameter space
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to longer durations. It overlaps with triggered searches for long-lived transients described in the GRB ac-
tivity plan (section 6.3) and the neutron star transient activity plan (section 2.4). Finally, it is also related
to efforts in the CW group to look for long-lived transient signals from neutron stars. A cross-correlation
based pipeline [?] to search for intermediate duration signals bridging the gap between continous waves and
transient searches has been proposed. Along the same lines, a hours/days/weeks long duration GW signals
search is performed by the stochastic background group [?]. The Burst group coordinates with the CW and
stochastic background groups to identify overlapping interests, and identify the advantages and complemen-
tarities of different pipelines. The two projects are complementary as they focus on different time scales,
and the stochastic search is primarily concerned with the effect of transient phenomena (astrophysical or
due to noise) on the stochastic background search, whereas the burst and CW groups are concerned with
studying astrophysical long-lived transient signals.

O2/O3 Deliverables

• Deliver low-latency triggers from Burst pipelines for use by the astronomy community.

• Deliver a search paper reporting any signals found by the long-duration search, and place limits on
some classes of sources.

• Enhance the long transient waveforms catalogue.

• Investigate options to improve the coherent Waveburst sensitivity to long-duration burst signals. One
of the options is to use the Wavegraph clustering algorithm, and develop the time-frequency graphs
for the signal models specified in this proposal [?].

7.2 Search for GWs from cosmic strings

A cosmic network of strings may form as a result of phase transitions in the early Universe [?]. When a
U(1) symmetry is broken in multiple causally disconnected spacetime regions, one-dimensional topological
defects, i.e. strings, are expected to form [?]. More recently it was realized that strings can also be produced
within the framework of string theory inspired cosmological models and grow to cosmic scales [?, ?, ?, ?, ?].
Cosmic strings produced in string theory motivated models (dubbed “cosmic superstrings”) have received
much attention since they could provide observational signatures of string theory [?, ?].

A promising way of detecting the presence of cosmic strings and superstrings is the gravitational wave
(GW) emission from loops [?, ?]. When two string segments meet, they may exchange partners. When
a string intercommutes with itself, a closed loop breaks off. The loop oscillates, radiates gravitationally,
and eventually decays. Special points on the cosmic string loop play an important role: cusps and kinks.
Cusps are points along the string with large Lorentz boosts. Kinks are loop discontinuities that forms in
particular every time intercommuting occurs. Both cusps and kinks produce powerful bursts of gravitational
radiation [?].

Cosmic string GW events are searched individually using matched-filtering techniques or as a stochastic
background of all signals in the Universe [?, ?]. The two searches are conducted over LIGO-Virgo data and
provide complementary results. In particular, observational constraints on cosmic string models are given
as bounds on the string tension Gµ (c = 1), where G is Newton’s constant and µ the mass per unit length.
These constraints are then used to drive the theoritical developments and cosmic string network simulations.

O2/O3 Deliverables

• Identify a cosmic string GW signal or produce limits on cosmic string parameters
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• Publish the results of a search for cosmic string cusps and kinks in O2 and O3 data, including results
from both the burst and stochastic analyses

• Decide which models/simulations predicting the loop distribution should be used to constrain cosmic
string parameters
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8 Stochastic+CBC Joint Activity Plans

8.1 Search for the stochastic background from unresolvable binary black hole mergers

8.1.1 Scientific case

The recent detections by aLIGO of several binary black-hole (BBH) mergers suggests the near-term
possibility of detecting the stochastic background of weaker, unresolvable BBH signals out to large redshift.
Rate estimates predict one such event every ∼15 minutes on average, with each merger lasting . 1 second.
Thus, the duty cycle is . 10−3, implying a “popcorn-like" highly non-stationary stochastic signal. Although
the standard cross-correlation search can be used to search for such a background, the low duty cycle of the
expected signal renders the standard (Gaussian-stationary) search sub-optimal, since most of the segments
analyzed will consist of only detector noise. Here we propose a joint activity between the stochastic and
compact binary coalescence (CBC) groups to develop and implement an Bayesian search strategy (originally
proposed by Thrane, Rosado, and Smith [?]), which is optimally-suited to handle the non-stationarity of the
expected background from BBH mergers.

8.1.2 Methodology

The key observation of Thrane et al. [?] is that the likelihood function for the non-stationary signal+noise
modelM1 has the form

p(d|ξ, θs, θn,M1) =
N∏
I=1

[ξpn(dI − s(θs)|θn) + (1− ξ)pn(dI |θn)] , (7)

where the two terms on the right-hand side correspond to the foreground (i.e., signal present) and background
(i.e., noise-only) distributions. Here, the data d are broken up into N segments dI , each of duration T ;
ξ denotes the probability that a particular segment contains a signal, which is related to the rate R via
R = ξ/T ; θs, θn denote the signal and noise parameters; and pn(n|θn) is the probability distribution for the
detector noise. Using Bayesian inference, one can then calculate either a Bayes factor for the signal+noise
to noise-only models, which can be used as a detection statisic, or marginalized posteriors, e.g.,

p(ξ|d,M1) =

∫
dθs

∫
dθn p(ξ, θs, θn|d,M1) (8)

to estimate the rate of BBH events. It is the mixture form of the likelihood that allows one to handle the
non-stationarity.

The above method is optimal for the assumed signal and noise distributions. But to implement this
analysis in practice will be challenging due to: (i) the computational costs of performing a fully-Bayesian
analysis over the duration of an observing run, and (ii) non-stationary features in the detector noise (e.g.,
glitches) that could mimic BBH mergers. Thus, it may be necessary to consider simplified signal models or
to include glitch modeling in the noise model to implement this search on real aLIGO data.

8.1.3 Deliverables

1. Develop a set of data analysis routines to implement the above search, which is both computationally
feasible and robust against non-Gaussian features in the detector noise.

2. A study of the proposed search method on synthetic data, including tests of its efficacy relative to the
standard Gaussian-stationary search.
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9 Stochastic+Detchar Joint Activity Plans

9.1 Data quality investigations for stochastic searches

9.1.1 Scientific Case

The stochastic searches assume that the detector noise is Gaussian, stationary, and uncorrelated between
different sites. However, in reality, detector noise can break all of these assumptions. Correlated noise can
arise due to instrumental effects such as electronic lines coherent between sites, or due to environmental
effects such as geophysical Schumann resonances. Understanding and accounting for these effects is crucial
to making astrophysical statements about the stochastic background with LIGO/Virgo data. Throughout this
section we include references to codes in the detector characterization section.

9.1.2 Methodology

The stochastic searches rely on cross correlating the data from different detectors. Common noise lines at
two sites can occur due to similar equipment in the laboratory, or common data acquisition systems. A strong
line in one interferometer, along with a large random fluctuation in the other, can also produce an apparent
narrowband signal in the stochastic search pipeline. We use several tools to identify and determine the causes
of noise lines (codes O.RD.1.1, O.RD.1.2). First, we have developed several key tools for data quality and
detector characterisation (code O.C.5.3), including STAMP-PEM, a real-time physical environment monitor
to study subsystem coherence and StochMon, an online coherence monitoring tool that is updated hourly and
includes standard result plots as well as diagnostic plots such as coherence spectra. During engineering and
observing runs StochMon is monitored by members of the stochastic group as part of “stochastic monitoring
shifts.” Second, we will continue to work with the detector characterization and continuous wave groups
to identify and find the sources of noise lines using all available tools. Noise lines that would affect the
stochastic search (and by extension, also the CW search) can be identified during the science runs, and
possibly addressed at the sites.

We have previously observed correlated broadband magnetic fields in magnetometer channels at widely
separated detectors [?]. The primary sources of these correlated fields are geophysical Schumann reso-
nances [?]. Investigations are in progress to determine how well the magnetometers at LIGO and Virgo sites
can measure the correlated Schumann resonance noise, and whether more antennas dedicated to Schumann
resonance observations are needed (codes F.C.2.1, F.C.3.3) . Noise subtraction techniques, especially with
respect to the correlated electromagnetic noise, are being studied. If the correlated Schumann resonance
magnetic fields are limiting the stochastic search, then it will be necessary to directly measure the Schu-
mann resonance magnetic fields at each interferometer site and implement noise subtraction techniques.
Another approach being pursued is to use Bayesian parameter estimation to masure the noise contribution
from Schumann resonances at the same time as the gravitational-wave background.

Finally, while the stochastic searches target persistent stochastic gravitational-wave backgrounds from
broadband and narrowband sources, they are sensitive to intermittent signals from transients, which can
arise from environmental or instrumental sources, or even astrophysical ones. We will simulate software
signals characteristic of transients, and then analyze this using the stochastic search pipeline. The results
will inform interpretation of a signal.

9.1.3 Deliverables

1. Studies of instrumental correlations between detectors, which used by all stochastic searches.

2. A measurement of or upper limit on correlated magnetic noise from Schumann resonances, along with
studies of mitigating the effect of correlated magnetic noise.
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3. Simulations studying the bias that long transient noise sources can have on stochastic searces.
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10 Characterization of the Detectors and Their Data

10.1 LSC Detector Characterization

10.2 Detailed LIGO Detector Characterization priorities

The detector characterization (detchar) group has the dual responsibilities of investigating and mitigating
misbehavior in the instrument, and providing data quality information to the gravitational-wave searches to
reduce the impact of artifacts in the data. In addition, the detchar group must help to validate the quality of
the data around the time of candidate detections. The remainder of this section lays out in a sparse format
the priorities for the work in 2016-2017.

10.3 Overarching goals

• Automate as much as possible of the data quality assessment process, in low latency
• Document and make available codes used to the whole group, and aim for interoperability of codes
• Validate new methods on recent data
• Rigorously show that a search is improved by the data quality information

10.4 Characterizing Instrumental Artifacts

There are three main areas of investigation: Ongoing work (Physical and Environmental Monitoring
(PEM), subsystem characterization, DQ shifts), focused but open-ended investigations (find particular noise
source or cause of glitch), and method development (ETGs, statistics and classifiers)

10.4.1 Highest Priorities

• Characterize data quality around the time of event candidates – at low- and offline-latency; and for
transient and for CW/Stochastic sources
• Support commissioners from offsite
• Undertake subsystem characterization and documentation
• Maintain and document PEM monitors, characterize environmental couplings

10.4.2 Priorities

• Develop human resources (esp. mentors), and perform DQ shifts to identify changes in or problems
with the instruments and to maintain currency in understanding of the instrument in the DetChar group
• Search for causes of short isolated glitches which are the largest background of the transient searches
• Mitigate spectral lines and features which are coherent/coincident between the two sites
• Investigate variations in the noise floor, and attempt to predict noise performance based on instrument

state

10.4.3 Suggested papers as outcomes of these studies

• Tracking and Mitigating Scattered Light
• RF Interference in aLIGO (may include either or both of RF beatnotes/RF45 modulation troubles)
• Investigating Causes of Short Transient Artifacts in aLIGO
• Mitigation of Line Features in aLIGO
• Mitigation of Coherent Noise between Detectors due to GPS Synchronization
• Predicting Spectral Variations of aLIGO Noise from Varying Instrument State and Alignment
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• Isolation of aLIGO from the Local Environment

10.4.4 Additional thoughts

Developing a deep and current understanding of each component subsystem is crucial to enabling di-
agnosis of instrumental and environmental artifacts as well as data quality veto development. For each
subsystem the subsystem leads are jointly responsible for:

• Ensuring a complete, meaningful, and representative set of auxiliary channels is included in the de-
tector characterization channel list
• Monitoring subsystem states accurately and robustly
• Checking signal fidelity of channels included in the detector characterization channel list and the

science frames
• Maintaining documentation of the subsystems and the relevant channels for detector characterization

reference
• Interfacing with commissioners and instrument experts to propagate instrument changes and develop-

ments to detector characterization investigations and monitoring

In addition to focusing on noise artifacts in h(t), the detector characterization group will characterize the
performance of the component subsystems, particularly any behavior that is potentially limiting to interfer-
ometer performance. For example:

• Improving monitors for excess mirror motion leading to scattered light
• Improving monitoring and reporting of digital and analog overflows, reaching software limits, and

other kinds of saturations; monitoring and reporting of real-time data handling errors (timing, dropped
data, etc.)
• Searching for causes of short isolated glitches which are the largest background of the transient

searches
• Searching for causes of non-stationary noise and of excess low and mid frequency noise
• Searching for physical causes of lines and spectral combs which harm continuous-wave searches

The detector characterization portion of the detection checklist is essential in demonstrating that the
candidate signal cannot be due to global coincident noise and is unlikely to be due to other non-astrophysical
noise. The detection checklist, refined by the O1 experience, requires detector characterization experts to
evaluate key studies and tests of the data surrounding the time of a candidate event.

10.5 Improving search data quality

The over-arching goals here are to rigorously evaluate the effect of data quality on the searches and
parameter estimation, and to target our attention on making the largest possible gains in detection rate and
detection confidence.

10.5.1 Highest Priorities

• Identify outliers and artifacts which are most damaging to the primary gravitational-wave searches
• Provide data quality in low-latency to the EM followup searches
• Provide effective, documented offline data quality information for searches
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10.5.2 Priorities

• Develop rigorous criteria for evaluating effect of data quality on search performance
• Develop methods for cleaning data of artifacts
• Quantify effects of bad data quality on parameter estimation

10.5.3 Suggested Papers

• Which Data Artifacts are Most Detrimental to [Search]
• Optimally Cleaning Data of Loud Outliers / Lines
• Effects of Varying Background on the Performance of [Search]
• Can Data Artifacts Subtly Affect Estimated Parameters of Detected Signals?
• Optimizing Signal-Based Vetoes Based on Knowledge of Likely Glitches
• How does Search Sensitivity Compare to Ideal Case of Stationary Gaussian Noise?

10.5.4 Additional Thoughts

Data quality shifts and detection validation are key to improving the performance of the astrophysical
searches and enabling confident detection statements.

Data quality shifts will be the primary means of ensuring full coverage of h(t) data quality analysis
for both detectors during O2, including limiting factors to interferometer performance such as weather or
earthquakes. Data quality shifters must invest first in training, and a qualified mentor must be identified.

Additional investigations might include:

• Looking into worst offenders from single-detector or time-slid backgrounds
• Investigating effects of possible data quality issues on the search: isolated glitch, scattered light, non-

stationary PSD, wandering lines

10.6 Essential Software and Automation

Fundamentally necessary software:

• The summary pages
• The DMT (including the new low-latency DMT DQ vector infrastructure)
• The segment database
• Omicron triggers, including in low-latency, delivered with very high reliability
• Robustly accurate Guardian states, including for configuration changes made between or during lock

stretches (i.e. SEI blend filter state or suspension damping state)

High priority software:

• Automated low latency data quality checks (iDQ, automated Omegascans)
• GWpy
• ligoDV web
• Omegascans
• Channel Information System
• VET
• Suite of remote access tools (remote MEDM, remote EPICS, remote DataViewer)
• ODC (or potentially an alternative for key information at low latency)
• Mapping of overflow channels
• LigoCAM
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Low latency tier-3 automation tasks requiring additional personpower ahead of O2:

• Automatically look at the spectrum in the neighborhood of the trigger
• Drops in range
• Glitch rate summary from multiple ETGs

The summary pages are fundamental to data quality shifts, the launching point for investigations into
data quality features, and an invaluable resource in the control rooms and for a remote view of interferometer
performance and the behavior of the data. The summary pages infrastructure also enables automation of key
tool results and plot generation is critical in order to support both effective data quality shifts and viably
efficient checks on candidate events.

In addition there are a number of tools which continue to be of use, such as stamp-pem automated
coherence, FScans and auxiliary post-processing scripts, and NoEMi, that the group will maintain.

This list relies on software dependencies maintained by DASWG, low latency data streaming, the Virgo
Collaboration, the remote data access group, and the Guardian. While those software elements are not in
the scope of DetChar, they are of the highest priority to enable LIGO science

Low latency automation tasks requiring additional personpower ahead of O2:

• Automatically look at the spectrum in the neighborhood of the trigger
• Drops in range
• Glitch rate summary from multiple ETGs

https://wiki.ligo.org/DetChar/DetCharProductsForAndInterfaceWithEMFollowActivities

10.7 Development of New Methods

This section includes longer-term projects that should be explored as secondary priorities.

• Citizen science for identifying new instrumental features
• Development of Event Trigger Generators
• New veto methods and advanced signal processing
• Machine learning
• Computing support for new methods

Citizen Science: GravitySpy is a citizen-science prjoect, operating on the Zooniverse platform. It al-
lows volunteers from outside the LSC to look at glitches in the gravtiational-wave channel and attempt to
classify them into categories. These classifications are then available to seed detchar investigations, or for
training machine-learning classifiers. The detchar group should get involved by providing feedback to the
GravitySpy people on how to best select and represent glitches for classification. In addition, the detchar
group should apply its standard veto generators to single categories of classified glitches, in the hopes that a
purified list of one type of glitches will make it possible to identify causes of those glitches.

ETG development: The detchar group uses a few different algorithms to detect glitches and other short
transients in the gravitational-wave and auxiliary channels. The primary method is the sine-Gaussian basis
used by Omega and Omicron. Further development can still be done on better methods for pre-processing
and whitening the data before it is used in the ETG, different tilings for placing the sine-Gaussian tiles,
better methods for clustering significant tiles into a single description of a glitch, and on improved visual
display of the data. Along the same lines, the BayesWaveBurst method uses a similar decomposition with a
Bayesian method for reconstructing glitches in the detector. The detchar group should continue to use this
method to reconstruct interesting glitches and find their intrinsic shape uncorrupted by noise.
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Veto methods: Evidently new veto methods will be needed, both to deal with news kinds of data defects
(which will certainly appear as the instruments are improved), and to improve the reliability and speed of
identification of currently recognized data defects. Methods should be brought to bear, in prototype form,
on real data early in the ’lifetime’ of the development process; success should be demonstrated before
significant human or computing resources are committed.

Machine learning: Machine learning and ‘big data’ are very popular topics today. These methods can
be useful in detchar, as long as certain considerations are respected. The features input to the classfiers must
be carefully chosen and conditioned to extract only the useful information in those channels. The classifiers
must optimize a reasonable cost function, so that they are targeted at identifying important glitch classes or
data quality effects, and providing information that maximally improves the search sensitvity.

Computing support for new methods: As new Detector Characterization methods become more ma-
ture, they will need to be incorporated into our suite of automated tools and checks. This requires integration
with the summary pages, and the online and offline generation of data quality products in an efficient and
stable manner. Additionally, as new methods increase in complexity and scale, particularly with application
machine learning codes, effort will be required to optimize these codes to ensure efficient use of computing
resources.

10.7.1 Suggested publications

• Improved clustering of LIGO Triggers
• Tuning [ETG] for improved performance on [important glitch class]
• An Optimized Cost Function for Machine Learning to Improve [Search]
• Interesting Instrument Behaviors Identified by GravitySpy
• Mechanical Couplings Identified by a Machine Learning Algorithm
• Using Machine Learning to Identify Sources of Excess Noise in O1
• A Comparison of ML Classifiers against a Single Glitch Dataset
• Generating Good Features for Training ML for Detchar

10.8 Ongoing Tasks

These are tasks that require constant time commitment of people throughout the run. The DQ shifts are
the primary way for new people (or people without much detchar experience) to contribute. In addition,
support is needed from experienced DQ shifters to mentor and train new people.

10.8.1 DQ shifts

Data quality shifts and detection validation are key to improving the performance of the astrophysical
searches and enabling confident detection statements.

Data quality shifts will be the primary means of ensuring full coverage of h(t) data quality analysis for
both detectors during O2, including limiting factors to interferometer performance such as weather or earth-
quakes. New data quality shift volunteers must invest first in training, and a qualified mentor must be identi-
fied; the data quality shift policy is LIGO-L1500110. A list of data quality shift volunteers, and where they
are in their training, is kept on the detchar wiki (https://wiki.ligo.org/DetChar/DataQuality/DQShiftVolunteers).
Volunteers liaise with LSC Fellows who can provide real time support in identifying egregious features in the
interferometer data. This close relationship proved extremely useful during O1, bridging the gap between
the LIGO sites and the broader LSC.
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10.8.2 Validating detections

The detector characterization portion of the detection checklist is essential in demonstrating that the
candidate signal cannot be due to global coincident noise and is unlikely to be due to other non-astrophysical
noise. The detection checklist requires detector characterization experts to evaluate key studies and tests of
the data surrounding the time of a candidate event.

10.8.3 Rapid Response to validate EM Triggers

Detector characterization will field appointed representatives to the Rapid Response Team, responsible
for evaluating and signing off on data quality at the time of an identified low-latency candidate event, as
was provided in O1. This effort relies on the support of low latency data quality tools such as iDQ and the
automation of tools like Omegascan.

10.9 Roles

There are many active roles within the LIGO detector characterization group, and often some people
have more than just one role either due to expertise or people limitations. There are two LIGO detchar
co-chairs who oversee and steer the entire group. Working alongside them are a small committee who chair
the data quality and instrumentation sub-groups. Within the instrumentation sub-group are subsystem leads,
each of whom are responsible for understanding and maintaining the eleven subsystems from the detchar
perspective. Each subsystem typically has one lead person; however the more complicated subsystems
have two leads. There is also a small group of people who oversee, maintain and develop the key software
required by the detchar group. The structure of the detchar group is viewable in the LSC Organisation Chart
LIGO-M1200248.

11 Calibration

For the LIGO interferometers, calibration involves converting data streams from channels that monitor
the feedback control loop that maintains the differential arm length into a derived time series that represents
the inferred differential arm length variations, h(t), which is normalized to the average arm length, approx-
imately 4000m. h(t) is referred to as interferometer strain or just strain. The analog and digital filters used
in h(t) production are first produced in the frequency domain by the calibration and commissioning team.

Calibration of the LIGO interferometers is a task critical to the success of the data analysis algorithms,
and the confidence associated with their results. As such, the LSC created in its bylaws a Calibration
Committee, separate from the Detector Characterization group. The goal of the Calibration Committee is
to provide calibrated h(t) with sufficiently small uncertainties in amplitude and phase. The current tentative
goal is to have maximum calibration errors of roughly 10 percent in amplitude and a few degrees in phase.

Calibration of a detector is a complex task that involves instrumental hardware measurements, detector
modeling, computer programs, and extensive validation and review. The time-domain calibrated data is the
main data product, and its generation is sufficiently complex that it needs a dedicated team for calibration
and another one for review. The Calibration Committee is therefore co-chaired by a time-domain chair
and an experimental chair, and includes LIGO Laboratory and other LSC scientists. It works along with
a dedicated Calibration Review Committee which provides advice and vetting of this work. The Calibra-
tion Committee’s results are posted and documented on a web page[?] available to the LSC, and as with
previous science runs, will continue to be recorded in the electronic logs, software repositories, and LIGO
documents[?].
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Estimation and reduction of the errors in the calibration data products will be a major effort in aLIGO.
Towards that end multiple methods of calibration will be used, including a method using auxiliary laser pres-
sure actuation (“photon calibrator”)[?] and a method using interferometer laser frequency modulation[?],
both of which were used in initial LIGO science runs. The aLIGO photon calibrator subsystem has been
installed and has been used successfully as the primary calibrator during aLIGO’s early observing runs.
The photon calibrator will remain the primary source for calibration accuracy and precision in upcoming
observing runs.

Production and analysis of the time-dependent calibration coefficients is an essential tool for calibration
validations. They can be used to estimate the systematic and statistical uncertainties of the calibration as
well as the time offset changes. These studies will be continued in the future. Development of on-line tools
to monitor the time-dependent calibration factors, and more generally h(t) data quality, is essential.

Phase calibration and end-to-end interferometer model verification (performed e.g., through direct test
mass excitation using the photon calibrator[?]) are important. If the interferometer model used for cali-
bration is incorrect, it could skew the phase of LIGO data. Therefore the calibration group’s tasks include
developing and testing injection techniques, and characterization of analog modules in order to determine
accuracy of the interferometer model for calibration.

The Calibration Committee’s membership has been augmented in recent years by graduate students and
scientists alike from several LSC institutions. Each site will have a dedicated LIGO lab person responsible
for the calibration, but the Calibration Committee expects additional manpower of about 3 people per site, on
time scales of 6-8 weeks per year, to be necessary to get calibration out and vetted in a timely manner around
science runs. This manpower would be in addition to those working on the calibration software pipelines
and those maintaining close communication with various aLIGO subsystem groups. This work provides
students valuable instrumental training. It would be highly desirable to sustain this broad participation.

In anticipation of the aLIGO science runs we will be creating and maintaining communication channels
between aLIGO and other projects’ calibration teams and reviewers. In collaboration with Virgo and GEO,
the calibration team will also work on improving h(t) generation techniques, and the development of pre-
processed h(t) products such as whitened, cleaned, and coherent data streams. Also important is an exchange
of ideas about the review process.

The work of the calibration team is currently focused on preparations for the advanced detector era. New
techniques are being commissioned to produce h(t) data with second and sub-second latencies. These tech-
niques include moving the generation of h(t) to the front end of the interferometer (CDS) and a gstreamer-
based algorithm. In addition, online tools to monitor the quality of the data produced on the fly, and the
development of pre-processed h(t) products (e.g. whitened, cleaned, and coherent data streams) are being
developed.

The front end calibration effort is intended to develop the necessary code to perform time domain cal-
ibration on the CDS computers that directly run the interferometer. This code is directly embedded in the
controls code. This method has the advantage of providing the lowest latency possible as it works directly
with the data before it is sent on to be recorded, and can thus be included directly in the recorded frame
data. The disadvantage of this method is that has difficultly handling the effects of poles and zeros in the
actuation and sensing functions above the nyquist frequency that the front end models run at.

The calibration team is commissioning a low-latency gstreamer-based pipeline for time domain cali-
bration in aLIGO. This is a robust pipeline with both frame file and shared memory I/O capabilities, thus
allowing for the same pipeline to run for both online and offline calibration. The online infrastructure
required for the aLIGO gstreamer-based calibration pipeline was the primary producer for h(t), both in low-
latency and offline, during aLIGO’s first observing run. The calibration team is continuing to commission
and improve the infrastructure required for and the inner-workings of the low-latency aLIGO time domain
calibration pipeline.

The current plan for the second observing run is to combine the front end calibration code outputs with
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the low-latency gststreamer pipline, as was done during the first observing run. The front end code was easy
for the calibrators on site, who did the calibration measurements of the interferometer, to keep up to date
with changes in the actuation and sensing of the interferometer. The low-latency gstlal calibration pipeline
is able to take data products from that front end code and properly apply poles and zeros above the nyquist
frequency, as well as properly handle time delay, and generate the final h(t) stream. In the case where
calibration needs to be recalculated after data taking due to errors, the offline gstreamer pipeline is capable
of producing from just the raw differential arm control signals the same data products as the front end code.
This mode of operation was used successfully and compared to the front end calibration code during the
first observing run.

11.1 LIGO timing diagnostics

Traceable and closely monitored timing performance of the GW detectors is mission critical for reliable
interferometer operation, astrophysical data analysis, and discoveries. For example, (a) timing jitter of
digitization of the GW signal could directly contribute to the noise level degrading the astrophysical reach
of the LIGO interferometers, (b) coincident and coherent observation using the network of GW detectors is
only possible if the absolute timing of the data streams agree within a high degree of accuracy, (c) a network
of interferometric GW detectors can only recover both the polarization and sky direction information for a
detected event if the absolute timing of their data-streams are known, and (d) multimessenger astronomy
with external observatories also require traceable and accurate absolute timing.

The Timing Group includes scientists from both the LSC and the LIGO Laboratory. The group is re-
sponsible for (a.) the availability and diagnostics of timing information and signals provided for various
subsystems (e.g., LSC, OMC, etc.), (b.) measuring and documenting the timing performance, (c.) the docu-
mented certification of the software implementation of precise timing information by the timing distribution
system, (d.) documentation of timing related parts, (e.) verifying that the precision of the distribution of
timing is according to specification.

The timing distribution system extends until it passes the timing pulses to the advanced LIGO data
acquisition system. (Please note that the accuracy of subsystem components beyond the boundaries of the
timing distribution system can introduce errors that factor into the phase calibration or data recording of
aLIGO detectors and those studies are the responsibility of the calibration and CDS teams.)

The construction and testing of the timing distribution system as well as the associated timing diagnostics
tasks have already provided fertile ground for undergraduate and graduate student research involvement and
diversity in the program is strongly encouraged for the future.

Critical timing diagnostic tasks in the era of regular gravitational-wave detections are the following:

• verifying traceable performance of the timing distribution system

• checking the status of the independent timing diagnostic hardware, and providing upgrades when
necessary,

• assuring the availability of timing witness signals,

• verifying the validity and accuracy of the recorded time-stamp

• verifying the accuracy of the distributed timing signals

• expanding the capabilities of data monitoring tools related to timing,

• availability of timing diagnostics for various subsystems,

• measuring and documenting the timing performance,
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• reviewing the physical/software implementation and documentation of the timing distribution and
timing diagnostics components.
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